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Students at U of I
consider lawsuit
over fee increase ~
by Angela Curtis
The University News

<

Despite hiring an attorney to
represent student interests in a rccent $25-pcr-semester fcc hike, the
Associated Students of the Univcrsity of Idaho have no current plans
to sue the university administration
or State Board of Education.
"We haven't even discussed
the possibility of a lawsuit," ASUI
President Tina Kagi saldThursday.
Kagi had drafted a letter to the
State Board of Education addressing ASlJ! concerns about a $270
,institutional malnlcnancc fcc U ofT
students 'pay as part of$549 in rcsident student fees. However, U of I
President Elisabeth Zinser asked
Kagi not to address the board until
the two of them could discuss the
mailer.
Kagi said the students would
not takcfurtheracHon until after her
meeting with Zinser On Sept. 16.
The board meets in Moscow the Iollowing day.
In late August, the ASUI Senate hiredCocur d'Alene attorney
Ray Givens. Students began fighting a proposed fee increase in March,
when the State Board of Education
declined a notice of Intent to considcr a SSO-pcr-semester fcc hike
there. A notice of intent is required
30 days before the board can vote
on a fee increase.
The board passed a notice of
intent for a $25 fee increase in April.
Astudentaetivistgroupl1lenformed
to protest the increase before the
board's June vote. Calling themselves SCAM -Studcnts Concerned
About Money - 111egroup staged iI
, demonstration march from the Student Union Building tothc Administratton Building, where they presen ted a 6·[oot insufficient funds
dleckto administrators.
SCAM's 'grievances ag.linst
theil-U on President Richard (j ibb' s

Founders
.
.

'·event
honors
BishQ'p "

'Barnwell

administration included administrators' Claims that the increase would
address accreditation needs in the
College of Engineering. The U of I
charter and Idaho Code stipulate
that no tuition shall be charged for
the "cost' of instruction."
"We're using the $25 fee to
look at the bigger issue of constitutionality,' Kagi said.
Givens represented
North
Idaho College students this summer
in a successful lawsuit against that
adminlstratlon. A judge ordered
$300,000 in "improperly collected
fees" to be repaid with interest.
Givens said that while the legal
theories arc different for NlC and
the U of J, thcissucs'iltC slmilar. '
"The underlying issue is the
same, of whether society should
make a college education available
for every student in Idaho," Givens
said. "The students at North Idaho
College and the University ofJdaho
feel that the state as awhole benefits
by making a college education as
inexpensive as it can."
Former SCAM President and
current ASUI Sen. Lisa Krcpcl said
the senate hopes to establish a legal
definition between tuition and fees.
"The 'cost of instruction' is a
fuzzy area," Krcpel said. "Wc're
not trying to beat someone over the
head, we're trying to set a legal
.precCllent."
. That precedent might 'include,
declaring part of the $270 institutional maintenance fcc unconstitutional, Kagisaid.
,
"In order for the constitution to
he determined, we may have to go
to court,' Kag] said; "It's pretty
. clear our founding fathers wanted
an educated public: Now, the cost is
sorestrictive it's keeping people'
out of school."
"We'd love to have Elisahel11
Zinser settle this, we have no prob' lcm with the administration," Krc·
. pel said. "But if she says 'live with
' it;' we'll be on thc phone to the
allorney:'

,
L
Poole> IIIuslrotlon by SalOl> lunslrumfTh.

Lock it up:

Unlv.nlty

N.w.

Crime prevention officers with tho Ada County Sheriff's
Department recommends students buy Kryptonite locks to
prevent bike theft. Bikesare reported stolen regularly at BSU,

Bike theft rampant at BSU
.

by Rob Getzln
,The University News
Students attempting to
cope with difficult campus
parking regulations by riding
their bicycles 10 school face
anothcrmorecxpcnsivcproblcrn: bicycle theft. In the 19
months preceding Aug. I,
more than 170 bicycles were
, stolen from the BSU campus,
according to the Ada County
Sheriffs Department. During
, April and May 1980,25 bikes
,were stolen, witha total value
of approximately $10,000. In
an average month, one bike is
stolen every three days and
thefts life evenly spread
. throughou~ the wcck.

~~---

'

Boise Crime Stoppers reports that two people may he
involved in many of the thefL'>.
They believe l113tone person
drives II car and drops off an
accomplice who cuts the lock
, orchainomhebike.thcndrops
the CUllingdevice into the car.
TIle two then depart in opposite directions. . ,
More than 92 percent of
the thefts remain unsolved.
Of the unsolved Cj.1SC5
only,12
have' information about the
offenders.
.
Some possible solutions
could be explored, as well as
preventative measures, Phyllis Kaufman, a crime prevention officer with the Ada
CO!JntySheriffs Department,

-

suggests that both cyclists and
BSUmakesomechangcs. The
university could construct a
secure area and charge users
to have their bicycles guarded
and bicyclists could simply
purchase better locks. she said.
Kaufman and representatives
,of 10 any local bike shops suggcs; a Kryptonite bike lock;
, Kryptonite
locks arc
available in IO sizes and can
be purchased for about $30.
TIle companyclairns the locks
"withstand prying, smashing,
freezing, sawing, and 42-inch .
bolt cutters:' If a bicycle is
stolen while protected by a
Kryptonite lock.thccompany
wili reimburse the consumer
, up to $1.000.
.

of Idaho, was not· only our· School,cnough interest and sub~ . in 1965, for the first time offeririg
university's chicr'founder, but alsoscquently
money-was- miscd to full four-year. programs. Baccalauserved as its first pr~sidentand was 'cnaQle the college to open as a co- reate' degrccs· in ,the liberal arts,
thespeakeratBoiscJuniorCoJlege's
educational college.
science, business and education·
On Tuesday, Sepl. 6, 1932, an first coiwocation ceremony, where
In 1934 aflerits second year, were available. In 1967 dlC legislaaudience including 75 students and he gave what is revered asa remark-' the college was . taken over by a ture adopted :i bill that made Boise' "
eight fuU-time faculty members
able and inspiring spcCch: ,....,'
private, non-profi~ organization,
College a state institution, and, in
gathered logetherin a crowedaudi"That was vision," BSUrresiBoise Junior College, Inc., which 1974 it beCalJ)e Boise Si.ate'Univcrtorium on the tiny campus of the dent John Keiser said I3st Wedncs- was sponsored by the BoiseCham-,
sity.
. '
newly founded Boise JuniorCol-day
the annualfounders'P~y
berofCommerce;' EugencChaffee,At
the Sept. 6 ceremony, the'
lege. Their Elim: To make their celebmtion inlhe quad. "That was, was then named' presjdcntof iha publ'icwas
in~ilcd 'to celebmtc
dreams-and ours-come tru~.drarnaticbecatisetherc
were no College;,
. '" . ... ' •
BSU's 57th binhday. EntertainBoise J uniorCollegej founded "fUOdsavailable 10 do (what he did)." . ' In 1940,Just oneycaraUcr. it· ment was provided, by (jib' Hochin 1932,.was the,rcsu\l()f countless , ',' BpisCJ~nior<::OllegewasQtigj~ 'lx1c8!TICapublic institutign, BJ.C. -str8SS(:J'and1b~ LiuleBaod.lrol)ihours pf· hardwor'k'Ol'l<tI1C,p8rt, of nally<planned .lObe ,an .all-female Was moved· to the silO (lfthe oldcallYi
Dr, HOchstras$Cf is a part of
mosityone man: Bishop Middleton •insdlutiOn,~Ul due lOa~h led by, municipalairport,which'Was
thrJl BoisC StalC's illUstrious pastaswcll;
S.,Barnwell..
BishoJlBa,mweU, ..Kenneth ,Robertson
and Dan on the oulskirtsoftown.
he was the coordinator orBSU's
working with the Episeopal Church! Kloopfcr,twolcadersatBoiseHigh
. BJ. C. becamc Boise Collegc fU'Slmarching band.
'

by Corky Hansen
, The University News.
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Pledge hazing nota problem for BSUfraternities
45th national eonvention in August.
The legislation was passedin an
attempt to end hazing, an often
Pledging fratemitiesrnaycomedegrading and sometimes dangerto an end if most fraternities follow ous form of initiation into a fraterthe example set by the Tau Kappa nity.
Epsilon International Fraternity .the
"More than 50 students have
largest college social fraternity in died from hazing incidents during.
North America.
the last 10 years," said convention
TKE passed legislation ban- speaker Eileen Stevens.
.
ningpledging during the fraternity's
Stevens, whose son died as a

by Dave Thomason
The University News

result of hazing, added, 'Whenever you have a two-tiered system
.where there are members and
'pledges,' the opportunity for hazing persists. Tau Kappa Epsilon
undergraduates have taken the lead
in removing that opportunity."
New recruits into theTKEs will
now be accepted immediately with
all the rights and privileges of full
membership. They will have to

participate in an ongoing Membership Development Program that
stresses educational achievement.
Hazing has never been a problem at BSU according to Moe Sigler,
Assistant Director of Student Activities. "I've never heard of that
going on," Sigler said.
Sigler said she is anti-hazing
and feels that the small size of the
fraternity system at BSU may be

one of the reasonsthat hazing has
never been a problem.
"We have too much trouble
getting people involved to not treat
them with respect," she said.
At. BSU, the TKEs have
adopted the new initiation program
and view it as a welcome change.
"We have never had a problem
with hazing," saidTKE Vicc.president John Gunner.

Tech dean looks to the year 2000 for new colleqe
clear eye on what the future holds.
'.And Entorf's plans extend further
than. this fall; he has his eye on the
year 2000 and beyond.
.
"It is my personal goal to make
Dr. John Entorf, first dean of
the new. College of Technology, the College of Technology thepreplans to approach his job with a miere college of its kind in the

by Mltch Day
The University Naws

.
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You'relooking at-a pro.
Ha'a doing mora than making
good gradu. Ha's making good
monay, and gaining valuabla
ar.porlanea. Working part-tlma
aa an agent for Northwast Mutual
. Lila la a .ehallanglng Job that
bullde a lutura whlla paying oil
1llU1!. Many 01 our eollaga agenta
ara making a S-llgura Incoma.
Only Northwest Mulual aganta
can, handla
Northwaatarn
producta. lI'a ona ro.aon why
Northwoatarn Mutual haa tha
hlghaat pereenlago 01 graduat ..
In tha Induslry. and the low.st
pare.ntaga ollurnovor. II you'ra
good,· tho pClulbllltlaa
ara
unllmlled.

Call or wrtte loday,!V1d build a career
lor life with Northwestern Mutual life

ROBERT F. RICE. CLU
GENERAL AGENT
NORTHWESTERN MuTuAL
P.O. BOX 8627
BOISE, 10 83707

LIFE

demographics of yo-tech students.

world," Entorf said.
To prepare for the future, he
would like Losee the School of
Applied Technology, a division
within the new college, expanded
and strengthened. The other half of
the college of Technology, the
School of Vocational Technical
Education is well developed, but he
Said he would still like to sec improvement in the school's program
modification and development, an
increase in enrollment in formal
programs and stepped-up outreach
efforts.
.
One trend Entorf said he expects to continue into the future is
the change in the kind of students
going into vocational-technical
fields.
Entorf sees many of today's
students coming to college lacking
in the math and science skills required for success in advanced technical fields. Despite this, he said
students arc· better prepared for
college than their Pred~essors.

He said he believes women and mlnoritics will get into this typ1t:ally
whitcmale-dominated field because
careers in vo-tech arc becoming less
stereotyped.
"The traditional student-the
white male, who has been the mainstayoftheenrollmentiit
higheredu_ eation-will,by
the year 2000,
comprise only one-third of the total
number of graduates,' he said:
"The remaining two-thirds will
be women and minorities. If we arc
going to satisfy our needs for engineers, scientists, technologists lind
SuoEllanKoop/Th.Unlv.,,1tyN.w. technicians, we are going to have torely increasingly on that other twoDr. John Entorf
thirds," he added.
"The students arc probably
Entorf earned his doctorate in
much more aware of the world and industrial education at Texas A& M
all the opportunities that are avail- University. He has spent the last 22
able to them than students of 25 or years at the University of Wiscon30 years ago," tie said.
sin Stout. He then served asassociEntorf has seen a change in the atedcan foradminist~tion research.
A FREE GIFf JUST FOR CALLING PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,700.00 ON ONLY TEN DA YSI!!
Student Groups, fraternities and sororitiles nceded for
marketing project on campus.
For details plus a FREE GIFT, group officers call,
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PART·TIME
, . JOB;
FULL-TIME'

If you're looking hard for
a good·paying job, make
It easy on 'yourself. Contact your local Domino's'
Pizza store, and cash in
on your drlvil)g skills.

Earn Up To $8 An Hour
With Domino's Plzza~

Call 345-5551 • 2162 Broadway
336-11111'41tt SIal.
3n·5201 • 10384 Fairview
343-5995 ·IOt3Vieta

PAY.

Our pizza delivery drivers
make some of the best
money in the business,
up to $8.00 ari hourI
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ASBSU senator recognized
for accompllshrnents

i .j

by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
The Outstanding Young
Woman of America organization has recognized ASBSU
Sen, Karen Scheffer, 23, for
her active contributions and
community involvement.
Other achievements include her work as'a delegate
for the local' Democratic
Comrniuec and as treasurer

of the Idaho Young Democrats.
"I've always been real
strong on getting involved
whether it be community or
campus," Scheffer said.
Scheffer, a senior, rnajori ng in pol itical science, said
this award was not presented
based on academic prowess,
but as recognition of her accomplishments, services and
contributions to the communityand BSU.

.the
Hare Krishnas at their "Festival

of India;

lJNIVFRSITY· NEWS

SarahLunstrum/Th.Unlv... Jfy N.•WI

which was held In Julia Davis Park last week.

•

cota-arttt scores. • .aqarn

i
~

by Loren Petty
The University News
-----------The 1988 issue of BSU's literary magazine, cold drill has been
named one of the nation's top five
magazines, according to Charles
Guilford, 1988 faculty advisor.
"The most important awards
were the Pacemaker from Associated Collegiate Press, which placed
us in the top five magazines in the
country, and the Silver Medallion
from Columbia University which'
placed us in the top seven maga-

zines in the country ... those are the
two major contests and we were the
. only magazine to appear on both of
thoseshort lists of the best," Guilford
said.
'
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association awarded cold-drill a
first place, a Medalist award, a SiIver Medallion award, one Gold
Circleawardforoveralldesign,and
one Gold Circle award for graphic
design.
.
The Council for the Advancemcnt and Support of Education
awarded cold-drill a Silver Medal

Edllor In Chief
Managing Edllor
Business Manager
Editorial/Opinion Edllor
Entertainment Edllor
. Chief Copy Editor
Photo Chief
sports Edllor
Sales Manager
Art Director
uterary Page Edllor
Copy Edllor
Assistant Copy Edllor
Wire Edllor
Office Manager
Circulation Manager
Graphic Artist
Reporters

Rosemary E. Hardin
Bobbie Cunningham
Mike Hardaway
Rick Overton
Holly Anderson
Jeff Faulknor'
Mark Jones
Rob Nesbit
Ronnie Selway
Jeff Young
Dene Breakfield
Celeste Tritz
Jim Kincaid
Kothlo..n Cressler
Tieneke Paveslc
Andrea Peck
Brian Briggs
Len Anderson. Kathleen Cressler.
Mitch Day. Jeff Faulkner. Bob Fronklin.
Melalne Huffman. Rob Getzin.
Roddy Glasby. Jim Kincaid.
Loren Petty. Larry Purviance.
David Thomason. Celeste Tritz..
Rene Waters. Carol Whiteleather
Photographers Brian Becker. Paul Exli·ne.
SueEllen Koop. Sarah Lunstrum
Reviewers Lee Arnold. Cliff Hall. Dave Lantz.
. Will Spearman. Cory Wees
Edllorlal Wrlte'rs' Dave Kennedy. Peggy Guiles
Sports Reporters Margie Geier. Corky Hansen.
Demise Martinez. Larry Purviance
Contributing Wrllers Steve F. Lyon. Valerie J. Mead
Paste-lip/Layout
Lisa Olson
Sal(l' Representatives Lee Arnold, Melinda Davidson.
Kristi Pasero. Robert Taylor.
Joe Vasquez, Gretchen Warthen
. Typesetters Joy Alexander
Proofreaders Joy Alexander. Linda Peterson
Cartoonist Jirn McColly

for overall design.
cold-drill combines literary
talents of students, faculty; and
members of the community. The
magazine is designed and edited
entirely by BSU students. For the
1988 issue, Michael J. Knapp was
student editor, Paul Holt co-editor,
art director Jode Stella, and art
coordinator Laurie Blakeslee ..
Submissions to cold-drill are
open to the public. Interested persons may pick up writers guidelines
at the English department or contact Professor Tom Trusky.
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$8.00 for your first donation $10.00 for your
New donors will get an additional $7.00 for a
second donation in the same calendar week. total of $15.00. Donors who haven't donated
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Wake up to mass transit
Boise has no appreciation for the value of mass transit.
Like most westerners, we seem to include the right to drive
everywhere under our list of inalienables. Cities like Denver,
Seattle and Los Angeles have learned painful lessons of just
how destructive this kind of mobile living can be. Those cities
suffer through some of the worst smog and traffic congestion
in the country.
The Boise bus system is not in a big hurry to save Boise
from a similar fate. Mind you, we are not on the verge of an
emissions disaster, but the city' is expanding and traffic
hassles increase geometrically.
The bus needs a shot in the arm and BSU can provide it.
Fact: most students perceive that BSU has a parking "problem." Fact: the intersections on either side of the university
are among the most treacherous in the city. More than one
pedestrian has been hit by a car on University Drive.
Boise State should work with the city to develop a student
busing plan. It could be done easily and has already proven
quite successful at other campuses, such as the University of
Oregon in Eugene. It works a little something like this:
A student fee of three to five dollars is established and
called, say, the-Student Transit Fund. The money collected
goes straight to the bus system and everyone with a student ID
can ride the bus for free at any time, to any place ..
Of course, some students will use it more than others, just
as the Student Health Center, a fee-supported institution, is
now sparsely used. But the option will remain open to
everybody. Once more students became informed as to how
the bus system worked, ridership would go up. Boise Urban
Stages could post route information prominently in several
campus buildings.
Itis a wise opportunity for the university and the city to deal
with parking, traffic and transit problems in one plan.
Until then, it only costs fifty centsto ride the bus anyway.
Put your petroleum sucker away for a day and try it. Schedules are available at Union Station in the SUB or call 3361010 for more information.

Who'could ax for more?

Today's National Endowment for tile Arts
Cartoon Is By Jesse Helms. ENJOY!

Time for the privileged elite to start caring
by Peggy Guiles
The University News

have-nets, hostility increases and
the ground prepares for revolution.
Donald Trump makes Marie AntoInoue look like a philanthropist.
Our societal problems arc not
limited to a few grccdheads oinking
around in fat cars, however. 'Our
problem stems from our basically
dualistic us/them, win/losemindset. As long as we have a system of
competition rather than cooperation
the gap will continue to widen. Until

Attention all members of the
privileged elite!
As college students we are, by
definition, part of the privileged
elite. I know it's hard to remember
when we're having peanut buller
sandwiches for dinner again and we
used the last of the ketchup for
spaghetti sauce last night, but we
arc elite nonetheless. We have
options. We have chosen to sacrifice certain creature comforts for "So what if Exxon spills
our educated future. Yes, friends, a little oil, so what if Marsomeday we too could be the proud
owners of a white limo that could riott uses Styrofoam
comfortably accommodate a fam- .cups, so what
Omni
ily of twelve.
. .I don't know what it is exactly, wraps its environmental
but I get hostile when I realize that activist issue in plastic?"
JR spends more to water his hill
than I make in a year. I get weird we realize that cooperation with our
whenever 1 sec someone driving a imagined enemies is mandatory for
car that costs the same as a moder- 'our continued mutual survival, our
ately priced home. I get worried lillie green-blue ball of a planet will
when I see how unbalanced our continue spinning wildly out of
societyhas become. As the gap control.
widens between the haves and the
Humanity is an endangered

Public Utilities Commissioner Perry Swisher has' put
if
Boise, Idaho, on the map. In one fell swoop (or is that one swell
foop?) Swisher has come up with an idea so creatively
fabulous that the words "Boise, Idaho"will go down in the
history book:'.alongside Berkeley, California, and Montgomery, Alabama, as cities where models for civic protest origi. nated.
'..
In case you missed it, Swisher showed up' at the Jeff
Healey/Little Feat concert held last week at the Hawk's
baseball stadium and by merely wearing pajamas and wielding an ax to signal his dissatisfaction with the concert's
decibel level, drew public attention to the problem, got great
coverage from The Idaho' Statesman, and guess what? The
future of outdoor concerts at-thestadium is at best up in the air.
. So, let usjust examine the implications of this righteously
heroic act. Foremost, it means that Boiseans now have a sure- ,
fire way to protest just about anything. For example,the next
time the PUC is thinking about allowing Idaho Power or U.S.
West to raise our power or phone rates, all we have to do is
show up at the PUC offices-or perhaps better still, on
Swisher's front lawn-dressed in pajamas, toting axes and
our point will have been eloquently made.
The possibilities are endless. .
'.
And the beauty of the whole thing is that it is perfectly
legal to do this in Ada County. Have no fear that you will be
arrested for carrying a potentially deadly weapon that could be Old Glory: symbolof many things
used to endanger the safety of other human beings. We have
Editor;
humanity itself. For over two
•
.
hundred years the American flag
this assurance from the best of all possible sources: the Ada
!he 19?601ympicGameswere
has s¥mbolized all the liberty and
County Sheriff.
~theathletespassed
equality that our nation offers.
The' sheriff assures all of us that this method of protest is heldmBerhn.
his personal reviewing stand, Adolf Perhaps it is not a perfeet nation and
available to each and every one of us-not just to well-known Hitlerdemandcd that each and every there are flaws to be reckoned with
public officials whose images maybe embarrassingly be~ country's flag be dipped before the but how quickly people forget th~
smirched if they were to be arrested for such a deed. Appar- Nazi banner. Every country, save pride a nation can feel when they
ently, there is absolutely no law against anyone of us-or all one, followed Hitler's demand. Thescc Old Glory unfurledon the surflag ofthe United SUItesof America face of the moon.
of us-racing out in the middle of the night, disheveled, clad was not dipped.
.
At one time people saw the
in pajamas, carrying an ax and going into any crowded area we,
The. flag was ~t dipped be- United SUItes' fl~g Ilying as a bcaplease to show our ire about any topic whatsoever.
.
. cause thls great nation would not con for the spirit that America
. ' Whata city. Whata state. What a country. Thisls the sort pay the respect t? Hitler'~ regime. embodies, now ~me people want
Our flag symbolized to Hitler, and to see- the flag gomg up in smoke.
of stuff that makes us all proud to be Americans.
~ worT~,that freedom and hl1Illa!l
Kevin Satterlee
Out of the woodsheds and into the streets, comrades! ng~ts.wtll
not bow down to.totaltExccutive Assistant to
Change through p~blic intimidation is ours for the axing ..
tananlsm and the suppresSIon of
ASBSU President

Letters-: -------

_

species. Even though I sometimes
argue that humanity deserves to die
out due to our own short-sightedness, there are some people I would
miss and it would be a tragedy to
ruin this beautiful planet for other
Iifc forms, Our conspicuous consumption (as Americans especially)
leads direetly to toxic waste buildup, the depletion of'the ozone layer,
the decimation of thc rain forests,
and the foreseeable end of life on
this planet.
I like to think of myself as a
pacifist, but it becomes difficult to
maintain that particular fond illusion when I see revolution as a viable option. I suppose developing a
life-affirming, peace-seeking and
nature-regarding level of consciousness could be considered as another
possibility, but it seems unlikely
given modern American culture.
111e American Dream guarantees
us a bigger, better, brighter future
after all. So what if Exxon spills a
lillie oil. so what if Marriott uses
Styrofoam cups, so what if Omni
wraps its environmental activist
issue in plastic? We don't care
because we don't have to.
'Unless we, as the privileged
elite, don't care if our heads arc the
ones to roll in the next revolution,
we better start caring. The next
time we start feeling smug and
complacent, we need to remember
that scum rises to tile surface just as
fast as cream. We must learn Lo
become responsible consumers; we
need to reeycle our resources, clean
up our environmental messes, and
stop supporting exploitative corporations. We need to learn how to
walk gently 'on our planet, and how
to treat our fellow travelers with
dignity and respect. Until we, as a
culture,learn how to value life, seck
peace, and honor nature, we will
continue our. unbalaneedspiral
toward destruction.
. We can, as university students,
make conscious decisions about
how we choose to exercise our options.. Arc we making sacrifices
now to get ari education so we can
usc our resources wisely, or are we
working our way up in the world so
that we too can exploit TCSOurces,
abuse people; and ride.around in
white limos? c
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The aush ~rug war: Vietnam or Dragnet?
More Americans view drug abuse as the nation's number one problem than
any. other issue. Television screens and newspaper headlines have been_
dominated by cocaine cartels, drug violence and assorted other tales of iniquity.
To deal with this, the Bush administration has declared a much heralded "war on
drugs." We invited twoguest colunmnists to share their views on the new drug
policy. Below, Congressman Larry Craig shares his feelings in strong support
of the recent declaration. David Hall argues that the political activities of the
prescription drug industry and medlcal community deserve attention as well.
Rick Overton, The University News editorial editor, rejects the president's
position and argues the "war on drugs" is doomed to failure. Craig represents
Idaho's 1st congressional district; Hall is a BSU senior sociology major.

The "other" war on drugs
by David Hall
Special to The University News
___________
For some time now, we have
experienced a growing concern over
the use of controlled substancesin
thiscountry. Thc subject-c-whcthcr
in the form of drug abuse, dccriminalization of certain controlled
substances, associations with criminal activity, political relations with
drug producing countries, etc.apparently will continue to be a
dominant social issue in our poputar-mass-media-culture,
When addressing this issue it is
apparent that there is a level of pros
and cons-of binary oppositions
which we are trained to reason with
at an early age-a level at which
most "important" issues arc debated
in popular discourse. But is it possiblc that there could be more than
two waysof rcasoning about issues;
more to our debates than Ford and
Chevy, Pepsi and Coke, Democrats
and Republicans?
,will
Perhaps there are, in this debate, "altemative"'ways of viewing
America's drug dilemma. We.have
heard two popular views: the "nuke
Noriega" and the "legalize it" campaigns. Two diametrically opposed'
sides to this apparent yes or no
debale. It seems, however, this issue is much more complex than we
'are willing to admit, more complex
than just pUlling the squeeze on
drug users ,or lightening up on'
"responsible" users. Each position
has its strong and wcak points and
each possesses a discourse or language of solutions.

The ultimate rhetorical tactic
Itis at this point which we must
seems to revolve around morality, realize that the "moral" element of
. with each side appealing to some- ,this debate retreats and takes a back
higher sense of "good" and "jus- seat to politics. It isauhispointthat
tice" in humankind. Yet it seems we enter a realm of "prescribers"
that the rhetoric of moralitydeand "prescribed"-a
realm bound
ployed by either side, particularly inpowcrrelationswhich isnoteasily
the "drug freeAlllerica" camp, serve reducible to moral clements.
as a veil to disguise the true political
TIle medical community will,
nature of this struggle.
certainly appeal to scientific "facts"
I find a fundamental contradic- of human physiology and anatornition in the rhetoric of an "anti-drug cal makeup to dism iss the accusacampaign" which will end drug usc tion.of engaging in politics. Howin America. For in a society with a ever, in the social worldoflanguage
constant increase of symptoms, and ideas, there is a subLle and
-rcmcdics, and addictions, in which omnipresent relationship between
a powerful medicopharrnaceutical power (and power mechanisms) ami
complex holds significant political the formulation of knowledge. It
clout, this prospect seems unlikely. seems apparent that all social life,
A simple trip down Albertson's rcgardlessof itspursuits.ispolitical
"drug aisle" can certainly cause one and based in interests of those forto wonder about the prospect of a mutating "truths,"
decline in drug use in the ncar fuThis is not an issue which will
turc, With an infinite number of be solved with a universal "moral" '
elixirs at our disposal which will truth, for the solutions arc relative
end worries and cure wocs, how to the positions of the participants.
we be convinced l\,~a popula- It seems that we must ask oursclves
tion to limit our substance depend- if we arc truly engaged in a debate to
ency?
.
generJte moml solutions to the "drug
Regardless of our c1iffering dilemma," Or are we simply enopinions of human perception, we gaged in an age old struggle to csmust be concerned about the per- tabtish universal and' dominant
vading sense of confusion in a sod- truths in order to advance politieal
ety where'''experts'' both deny and motives? Is the president's new
prescribe the use of controlled sub- anti-drug policy with its rhetoric of
stances.
Cllrlainly a continued Colombian cartels, increasedprose-"
' availability of "legal" drugs to aid cution, and inner-city crackdowns,
our ailments is nota deterrent which truly a campaign against drugs? Or
will prohibit the use-of better and is it a struggle to detennine domistronger "illegal'" r,lnJgs. The di- nant regimes in \he arena of human
lemma docs not actually entail drug force relatipns?
use, but rather the distinction between legal and illegal substances.

One, two', three,

what are we
fighting for?

.

insurgency (or a few covert CIA
maneuvers)?
The home front is more complicated. In a speech to the nation
, Physiciansknowthedifferencc
on Sept. 5, Bush proposed thatbilbetween symptoms and sickness. lions of dollars be spent on the c1asPoliticians cannot find the sickness sic "law and order" triad: more priseven when they areinfested with it. ons, more enforcement and more
In declaring a "war on drugs" courts. This approach amounts not
George Bush has invented another only to a silly, ineffectual round of
non-issue, and created an unwin- chest pounding, but also a malinable war that we shall be forced to cious effort to bury inner-city, Afrifight just the same.
can-America.
These days, in the absence of _ The corporate print and tclcvigodless communism, America is sion media syndicates have sub, scared stiff about drugs. According' jeered us to an image of the impovto the Gallup organization, 53per- crishcd black, ignobly perched on a
cent of our citizens believe that dark street -comer smoking crack.
American troops are necessary to Fact is, 75 percent of cocaine use is
halt the production of cocaine in bywhitcs-i-whatabouuhcm?
Drug
South America. The White House, enforcement in this nation has raunderthescrutinyofpollsterRobert
cism splattered all OVi.:1 it.
Teder, knows this. Bush and TeeLet us return to the idea of
tcr (between fishing trips, of course) symptoms versus sickness. Cocaine
are unlikely to miss a chance to turn abuse is not the practice of a select
empty statistics into policy (and group who arc inherenLly lawless,
none of that "vision thing" mumbo- Gangs of black youths do notgathc
jumbo).
in ghettos 1O sell crack for fun, Al
For now, the administration is the bottom of society, drug abuse is
content sending massive amounts symptomaticofalackofhopc,safety
of aid to Bolivia, Colombia and and opportunity. At the top, the
Peru. Our aid, however, is only dangers of yuppiedom-flying too
unwelcome intervention in what has high, too fast. Both arc the result of
become a civil war. The coca in- eight years of Reagan (the rich get
dustry in Colombia can almost be richer and the poor be damned) and
considered an autonomous entity his less than hilarious hangover, the
that intends to secede, much like George and Danforth Show.
our own Southern states attempted
On the night of the President's
to do during the Civil War.
address, Ted Koppel interviewed a
The industry, far more than group of' inmates who had been
collection of "barons" and "lords," imprisoned for drug-related crimes.
is a powerful eco,nomic force in With a sad wisdom)hesc "crimiSouth America (where microchips nals" cut to the heart of the issue.
and regional malls arc scarce). In First, one noted that prisons have
Bolivia alone, over 60,000 families become the Beuy Ford Centers of
arC supported only by the cultiva- the disadvantaged, supplanting the
tion of coca leaves. One reason availabjlityofanydeeentdrugtreat,they stick to ~is crop is that many ment.
potential'substitutes,
oranges for'
AnotherreaHzed what,Geurge
example, are kept out of the United Herbert Walker Poppy Silver-::ipoon
Statcsby trade barriers. Many of Bush cannot see. Drug adaiction,
, these countries also bear the burden he said, is notajudieial or a criminal
of interpational mega-debt, much issue, itisa matter of health. On the ,
of it in dollai's. Imagine a situation: eve of going to war over a plague of
another nation comes to resent the misconceptions, at stake is not just
import of American beer or ciga- the health of the addict, but oethe
reltes. Is that cau~ for attack, or nation.
'
by Rick Overton
The University News

a

Bush plan necessary to stop 'soclal epidem'ic'
by Congo lany Craig
Speclalto The University News
Make no mistake about it, iIIegal drug abuse is America's num·
beronesocialepidemie. Oneneeds
only to watch the nightly news or
glance at the local paper to witness
the grisly count of drug-related
crimes. We are at war and the
casualties are mounting. '
The statisties are staggering:
Gross sales of illegal drugs has'
toppoo$IOO billion per year-more
than Ameriea's total gross agricultural output, and double the profits
earned by our Fortune 500companiescombined.Thenumberofdrugrelated emergency hospital admissions has increased by 121 percclll
sinee 1985, nearly 100,000 babies
_ arc born each year to mothers who
arc hookCd on drugs, and intravenous drug use is now the largest
source of AIDS virus infections.

NCed I continue?
While the National Institute of
Drug Abuse (NIDA) has found that
,the number of Americans engaged
in the "casual" use of illegal drugs
(using them at lcast once in the
thirty-day period prcceeding the
survey) has dropped slightly since
1985, it has also found that "frequent" use of cocaine (using the
drug at least onee a week) has risen
a whopping 30 percent since ,1985.
What docs this mean? While
many first-time and casual users arc
thinking twiee, repeal cocaine users
are on the rise; Thus, the war on
drugs is, toagreatextent, the war on
crack cocaine. That is where George
Bush'sNationaiDrugControIStratq,"Y comes in.
Announced in his first nationally-televised
address,
the
President's anti-drug strategy involves all necessary elements of
government (federal, state, and

frequent use.'of cocain:e (using the drug
at leastonce a week) has risenawhQpping30
percent since 1985"
"oi ••

local) and the private sector. ltalso with the user and his or her family must be incrcasedaucntion paid to
challenges the enemy on all fronts: andJriends who allow him to con- the problem of interdiction:
Drug abuse and drug-relatcd
including education, treatment,'tinuesuch
a dangerous habit. Infmcriminal justice; and interdiction.
quent "socUiI" users, are not ex- crimes have takcn the lives of too
We aren't going to solve the ,empt-'- tltey also contr;ute to the many' American youths. Many of
our cities have turned into oJX'nbatproblCm by merely attacking for-' problem.
eign suppliers of drugs or spending , ,But it doesn't stop there. We lIegrounds, and the social and spirimore and more money. We must are definitely at war, and we cannot tilal costs continue to moulI!. The
begin by auaeking the demand side afford to stop at conventional mcans. drug war should nOlbe vkwCl.lhalfhcartedlY' or as a p:J"Iisan issue. It
here at home~ l'his must entail the Dealers and drug kingpins mustbe
creation of an absolute social intol- tried, convicted, and punished to must.be viewed as ri.l less than a
crance of illegal drug usc in our' the full extent of the law. ThoSe national priority. The President's
homes,schopls, and workplaces.
countries whose economies ,arc , NationalDrugControlStmllTyscl'i
The baUIe is for ,the minds ,of basedcxtensively, on the cocaine us on that track.
the American people, and the onus trade must be helped in the reorderof responsibility must ultimatel y rest ing of their economieS,andthere
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Wi-ng

. Forapplicationsandaddi. semester working at Carnegie- three hours per week. More hours
tional infonnationcall the consu- .Mellon,
may be scheduled depending upon for several gin certificates. offered .
Iate-general at (503) 221 • 1811 or
'11 be the program's need and the tutor's signedto informBSUstudentsabout
The convocation is de.Th e program WI
Want 'to see' .Japan and. write: Consulate-General of Japan, geared for introductory physics availability.
the unive rsity and its plans. At the
1300 SW Fifth Ave., Suite 2400,
students and will run on a standard .
The Student Support Prot
experienceitsculturefirsihand? The Portland, Ore., 9720 I.
Macintosh,saysDykstra.BSUmath gram isa federallyfundedprogram fillfS,2·oo
m:etu~~::~~~:
more than
Ministry of Education in Japan is
professor Daniel Lamet also will offeringfreeacademicand personal
offering IS-month and two-year Dykstra
and Boyle
work on the project next year.
counselingsupport to students who 1990 cold-drillseeks
scholarshipstoldahostudentsinterltD gran
k stra salid the grant are low
y
ow iincome, I'earning diisa bled , Idaho
wr".t."ng
ve
ested inpursuingpostgraduatestud- . rece
.
money will redivided, with a little physically handicapped
or fiirsties in the humanities, social sciComputers may someday more than half coming to.BSU.
generation college students.
The newly appointed ediencesand natural sciencesat aJapa- troubleshootstudents' physicsprobForadditionalinformation tors of BSU's literary magazine,
nese university.
lems ira Project by a BSU physics Qualified
tutors
contact Jette Morache at 385-3457 "cold-drill," aresccking manuUniversity graduates un- professor and a Carnegie-Mellon needed
or 385-3583.
scripts of Idaho-oriented writing.
der age 35 as of April 1,1990, are University researcher proves sueConvocation
set.
The literary magazine
eligible to apply. Applicants must cessful.
The Student Support Prowelcomes contributions from all
be U.S. citizens and have a good
The twoscientists, Dcwey gram at BSU is seeking tutors to for Sept.
13
writers who have written on subknowledge 0[, the Japanese Ian- Dykstra fromBSUand Frank Boyle assist program participantswhoarc
BSU students are invited jects relating to the state. Authors'
guage,
from Carnegie-Mellon, were re- experiencingacademicdifficulties. to attend the second annual Student guidelines can be obtained by writStudents, who will bese- cently awarded a $416,000 grant
To qualify as a tutor, a Convocation to be held in the Mor- ingtheBSUEnglishdepariment, or
lectedby
the MinistryofEducation, from the National Science person must have a 3.0 grade-point rison Center at 9:40 a.m. Sept. 13. calling 385-1246. Submissions will .
,
WIll receive airfare, tuition and a Foundation's Research inTeaching average or better. Tutors with
BSU ProsidentJohn Keiser be reviewed through Dec. 1. '
monthlyallowaneeof aOOut$I ,300. and Learning Program. The grant knowledgeand experiencein fresh- will recap Year of the StudentprogStudent literaryeditors for
'Applications must be sub- will fund stage one of a three-stage man level courses such as English ress and outline the university's the 1990 issue arc Jim McColiy, an
mitted by Sept. 18. An interview project aimed at developing an arti- and math are in demand, although plans forthecoming academicyear. English graduate student, and Kay
and written examination in Japa- fi ialintelli
t
assistanee for courses throughout
ASBSU.. President Pat Collins, a jun ior in English, Fine
nese will be conducted from 1:30-5 ICI I
igencccompu erprogram
p.m. Sept. 21 at the offices of the toaid in teachingphysics. Stageone BSU's curriculum is needed,
Reilly also will outline goals for arts majorWill Spearmanis serving
will last three years, according to
Tutors assist individualsor student government. The pep band for the second year as art editor: All
::::eseconsulatc-general in Port- Dykstra, who will spend this fall small groups for approximately will provide entertainment and the student ed~tors are from Boise.
Facultyadviser isEnglishprofessor
Tom Trosky.
Among the special projects planned for the 1990 "colddrill" isan Idaho film seriescatalog
and"GrowIdaho"cards-posteards
attached to cellophane packets of
syringa,sagebrushandpotatoseeds.
Readerswillbeable to"grow a little
part of Idaho," Collins said.

postgrad
In Japan

studies

"I don't want
a lot of hype.
1just want
something 1
can count on.~"

Time

Who's Who

for

nominations

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but whatyou
- really want is dependable,
high-quality service, That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&TLong
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than \TOU
. think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24,bJllr
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers,
And the assurance that "
virtually all of your calls will
,go through the 'first time,
.That's the genius of the'
.AT&TWorldWide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
d10ice-AT&T.
If youd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&TCard,
call us at 1 800 222-0300, .

ATaT
The right choice.

BSU willagain be submitting nominees for inclusion in the
annual publication of Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.
.
In order to submit our students for
consideration, nominations arc r".questedfromall interestedindividuals, student organizations, departments, and schools. All nominations should be submitted by Sept. '
29.

ESSAYS & REPORTS
19,278

to choose

Order Catalog

from -

all subjects

Today with ViSa/Me

or COD

1ifIB' 8qnq~~(~J4~~~~2
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. n06'SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also avallable-alllevnls

Earn"
.......

while you
learn.
Manpower is looking for
students interested in
earning grl3at pay-plus
. commissions. We offer
flexible hours. And valuable
training and business
experience. Plus free use
of apersonal computer.
If you're afull-time student,
Sophomore or above, With
at least a B average and
are computer familiar,
Manpower needs you as a
- COLLEGIATE REP to promote
the sales of the
IBM Personal Systeml2
on campus .

.For experience that pays, _
,
Call today.
MARY WHITE

~
375·8040
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pros-pect (pros 'pekt') n. 1. Something expected or forseen;
possibility. 2~ prospects . Chances for success. --v. To explore or
'search about.

Outdoor
co nce r t s:
gone with the
wind or just
upin the air
affer Little Feat?

by Cory Wees
The University News

Mark Jones/The Unlve"ity

Anxious fans await their tum to buy tickets for N. R. B. Q. and R,E:M. outside the BSU Pavilion
Sept. 7. The first person in line arrived at 1 a.m. in hopes of getting the best seats in the house,
when tickets went on sale at 10 a. m. Tickets are stili available for the Oct. 8 concert for $16,50'
'at all Select-a-Seat
outlets.
.
'

I

'Boise becoming a "bevy of eoterles"
Halfhide offers an incredible selection
of tasty 'novelle cuisine' style lunches,
taking advantage of fresh and seasonal
foods. Diners can devour their delectables either indoors, (check out-the
Majolica collection) ..or outside beneath
'canopy umbrellas. Everett & Co. also
specializes in catering and take-home
foods. Don't be afraid, at around five
dollars, lunch isn't too pricey, (compare
fast foodprices!), and is well worth it.
Everett & Co. is open for lunch and
carry-out Monday through Friday from
lIto 6:30; and Saturdays from 10 to 4.
Another little known treat is Boise's
newest restaurant; The Southern Gentleman. Specializing in authentic New Orleans Cajun cuisine, the restaurant occupies the basement location which was
formerly home to both The Nook and, .:
.Nina Mac's. If the word gets out about'
the delicious spicy Cajun shrimp,The:
, Southern Gentleman might enjoy a liUle
, more longevity than those previous
'
tenants. At present, the restaurant is'
'.open for dinner only,-Monday through
. Saturday, from 5 -10 p.m. Dinners
, :rangefrom $6.50 to $16.95.

byWIU Spearman

The Unlverslty News
For all you hungry hounds, Boise is
becoming a bevy of eateries. While
, we're sure to remain the. fast foOd
capital of the northwest, the 'real thing'
docs exist. Next time the 91~prof. fails
to show up for class, try any of'the; ,
, following .. (But remember.take alo~g
the hooks'and pretend rolook.busy.just
in case ...),
,
If you're looking for that old fashioncd type of drug-store lunch counter,
visit Moon's Guns & Tackle at 815 W.
Bannock, in Boise: Sure, you might get
trapped among the sportsman's nistica,
but there's nobeuerplace for the real
taste of a giant home made milk shake.
O.K., so maybe it's not as high-brow as
the Haagen-Dazs variety.but you do gel
the rnetal 'monster shake maker' cup"
,spilloverinchlded. ,Moon',s ~1SO serves
the great standard burger/~wich
type
menu from the grill, ,daily b.et:weeri 11
and 3. Early risers can also enjoy ,
.bteakfast amid the rods andreels:frorn 7
,to U. .•
..
,,' ..'
" :For.sOmething a little more, u~sCale,
mlike ,it'ap<>int to eiIjoylunchiltEvereU
'&CO; ilt215 N.,5th, next door to· , "
Dragonfly Imports. Owner Everett

.'.
",
,.' , '
,

Newl

The public outcry over the volume
level of last week's Jeff Healey/Little
Feat concert has raised an issue about
the future of major outdoor concerts in
the Boise area, not even six months into
the first season this privilege became
available.
..,
When the Hawks' baseball stadium
opened this year, and concurrently
became available to touring musical
acts, it seemed the ideal place for large
revenue bands to attract a lot of people
, for a night of music under an open sky.
And, for a brief time, it worked: several
of the Hawks' homegames this season
had the added attraction of a live rock
band opener, Based on the success r,f
audience attendance, bigger name
groups started being signed, .
'B ut the Little Feat concert last week
not only had 2,300 people in the stands
and the infield, it also brought over 500
Capital High area residents to their fect
and sent them running for the phone to
complain about the noise.
. Although it was widely assumed that
the bands had simplr cranked the
volume knobs tOOhigh, according to
Tom Webster, an associate for Madd
Maxx Productions, the company in
charge of all of Hawks' stadium
musical promotions, the music was not ,
excessively loud but with the clear skies
that night, the atmospheric conditions
were perfect to carry the sound waves a
long distance. ..
, '
Listening from my home about three,
miles from thestadium, I could hear guitar solos and make out the song introductions with little effort. The sound
was clean though and that makes a
difference up close; it is sound distortion that is responsible for so much of
the hearing damage associated with
loud music.
' , .' .,'
For the time however; a 100 db limit
has been placed on the ballpark gigs,
and MaddMaxx Productions is consultingwithopen air arenas in California to
,see others are dealing with similar
restrictions. As for the future of '
outdoor concerts the waytht:Y were
,ineant to, be heard, it may all depend on ,
, ,., lIlat big weatherman in the sky; And I
. think Willard Scott prefers 'to polka
indoors.
.
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Retold In th

film, to air on
iii
ls, the

major film made i
aho .. This .
summer, BSU EngUshprofessor Tom
Trusky and a fllmcrew retraced some
of Shipman's steps for a 'show on the
making of the film. Retold in theBUls,
a. compllatlon of interviews with
people who viewed the producUon of
the early moyie, wlll air locally on
Channel 27.
Part I will be shown at 8: 30a.m. and 8:30 p.m. ali Sept. 13: Part II
will air at 8:30 a.m, and 8:30p.m. Sept.
20.:

1
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Watch the Emmys Sept. 17
Watch the 41stAnnualEmmy.
Awards at 7 p.m, on Sunday, Sept. 17,
on KTRV Channel 12. An Enimy
preview speclal begins at 6 p.m,

Wanted: male volees

,
\.,

.

Join a music department
.chorus class (ME 101, 105, 110)for a .
break from the grueling toll of.
academia and get BSU credit for
. . participation. The music department
. reports that male voices are "especially.
. welcome." Chec~ the fall class
..
. directory for rehearsal Urnes or call '
·Dr. Schroeder, 38.5-3299, for more
specntcs;

.

.
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,.Pop;·c~lt.foreign, ...
this week SPB shows it all
The Student Programs Board
Fall film series wUl feature the hit
sleeper Dominick and Eugene, the cult
film Shennan's March and the' 1988
Academy Award winning foreign film,
Pelle the Conquerer.
Dominick and Eugene tells the
, tale of fraternal twins, one of which is
mentally handicapped
but funding the
other's medical school education.
Jamie Lee .Curus, Tom,'Hulce and Ray
Liotta star .. Xlte Illm playson.Sept.
15.
'. Sherman's March,
tn-:
1986,· stIll showing tnart film houses
around the country and attracting a
cult following, wlll play on Sept. 17.
The final shoWing of PeUe the
Conquerer takes place on Sept. 11.
All SPB-sponsored
films play
in the Speclal Events center at 8 p.m.
Admrsslon is free to BSU students with
activity cards, $1 faculty, staff, alumni
andhlgh school.students
and $2.50
.
general admission.
For a copy of the
Fall SPB film schedule, call.385-3874.

made

"

Rock .with Warehouse and
the' Dirt Fishermen Sept. 15
A concert to benefit the ·BSU
chapter of Amnesty International,
an
organization working to promote
Duman and political rights around the
world, wUl feature the music of the
Boise bands Warehouse and the Dirt
Fishermen. Tickets for the Sept. 15
concert are $3 for BSU students,
faculty and stafTand $4 .general
admission. The dance is all ages. The
show begins at 9 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom.
. ..
Deanna Peterson, a member of
.the BSUAnuiesty
International
r, said the group "needs the
postage. We send out a lot of
. ,r
nesty International
rs around the globe solict
>~;,!I!!if{~;'::,;...gr" natures for petitions 'and Write
.~;~. . ",,', "
letters on behalf of political prisoners.
The orgarnzatron, ,including BSU's
chapter, targets these mall campaigns
. at government offiCials in countries
which Amnesty International
believes
are in vlolatton of Urilted Nations'
human and political rights'
"':~'''<'''

resolutlons.
. .
Concert go-ern may obtain
.

.more Information and llterature about
. . Amnesty International
at the concert.
'"Ilte focus of the concert is not about
. raising money," according to
Peterson, "but about raising
Peterson added
.
admission to the concert can be paid,
with postage stamps instead of cash.

, .awareness."

AdvertIsing ~b
This week's meeting to diSCUss

. Homecoming events

Wednesday. Sept 1311rat 6:00 pm
. Student Union Anneic,
1603 University Or.
ChI. Alpha Pentaeostal
Movement of BSU·
Thursday, Sept 14 at 8:00 Pm
Owyhee Room, Student Union
Amnesty Inlemat/onal·

Sept. 21, 1989 at 7;00 pm
Teton Room. SIuI;f8nt Uoon

.

· Anthropology ClUb .
· Meeting this week to discuss election of offICerS
· lJ,.14-89 at 3:30 pm
.Union Street Cafe, Student Union

PI Sigma Epsilon
. Orientation Meeting
. lJ,.15-89at 6:45 pm
Nez p~ RQOm,St~

Gay and L8sbIan Alliance

Un,ion .
.

Now forming ~ Boise ~el Join us to meet, talk,
and socialize at cu organiza~
meeting
Friday. Sept 22ndat 7:00 pm, Student Union .
Amex.1005 Michigan Ave. Questions?
Call Am 345-7495 or Brian at 336-5160. , .

,
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lentztellsdull and bored where togo in Boise
by David Lentz

the University News .' .

.

______
-..-;.,..-.-.~
Some people say Boise is dull.
They say the best tliingto do is to
standonasidewalkandlookupata
tall building until people walk by
and wonder what you're looking at
and they look up too and pretty soon
there's' just you and a bunch of
strangers looking up at nothing in
particular, and then it starts to rain
and everyone drowns like a chicken.
Perhaps these people are simply

ignorant Maybe they didn't seethe
flyers around town all summer
advertising all-ages shows at the
Zoo on Front street. Too bad for
them; they missed great shows from
-'tad and Big Tube Squeezer of
SubPop Records, Portland's way
cool Dharma Burns, and countless
unbeatable appearances by Boise's
Treepeople, Dirt Fishermen, and
Caustic Resin.
Maybe they don'tknow about the
classy films shown at the Flicks,
now offering video rentals.
Maybe they don't know about

Boise's coolcoffee shops, like the
Koffee Klatsch at 8th Street Marketplace or Moxie Java on Main.
Perhaps no one told them about
BSU's Student Programs Board
events-Concerts,
films, lectures,
and the pending Homecoming bash.
. Maybe they've never met Rick
Overton.
Or perhaps they're justa tired
bunch of people with a sick sense of
humor.

Lentz says Moxie Java. above. Isone of Boise'sbest.

To Interest YouIn Our· tudent
· .g. ccount,' e're Dan ·
Peifect Carrot

.As a college student]

you're going to
want your own checking account. That much
is certain.
Something else you might find useful is
your own Apple' l\Jlacintosh Plus computer system.
Wo'v\~Talk about coincidence.
Simply stop by First Security Bank)
enter our drawing] and you could be the lucky cuss'
dancing through school with your own Mac:
Now on to the checking account.
We7ve already established the fact that
you'll probably need one. Butthe last thing a student needs are the service charges that generally
come with.it, So we7ve nixed them. Charges for
the first 10 checks each month? Gone. Fees for
~sing HandiBank machines? Htstory
~aes more] if you're not exactly flush
right nov; no problem. You don't need to make a
deposit to sign up. .
Plus] ~ery student who signs up fora
First Secunry Bank Checking Account arid deposits
at least $25 will leave with a college tee-shirt so
darn stylish] money.cant buy it'. Which is why
we just give you one.while quantities last.
. So if you're a student who could use a
gr~t checking account] come in to First Security .
Bank today.
.
And pounce on a carrot that 10bkS a
whole lot like an Apple.
.
.

.
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Boise Urban Stages

• Monday·Frlday

.

FROM DOWNTOWN
The Boise Urban Stages, Boise's public transportation system,
#20 Parkcenter route stops on University Dr. Monday through Friday.
Between 7 - 9 a.m, and 4 - 6 p.m, the bus passes by campus twice
during every hour. Mid-day, the route travels by BSU once during the
hour.
BSU students are eligible to purchase the $10 monthly student
pass or the single adult fare is 50 cents. Monthlypasscs can be bought
at BSU's Student Union Union Station and other locations around town.
For rate, schedule or Saturday route information, call 336-1010.

welco

TRANSIT
MALL

BEACON
BROADWAY

0:45
7:15
7:45
8:15
'8:45
9:15
10:16
11:15
12:16
1:15
2:15
3:16
3:45
4:15
4:45
5:15
5:45

8:52
7:22
7:52
.8:22
8:52
9:22
10:22
11:22
12:22
1:U
2:22
3:22
3:52
4:22
4:52
'5;22
5:lS2

PICK UP

~

~~::~~ER
BOISE
,BROADWAY

SHOPCENTER
EASTGATE
6:57
7:27
7:57
8:27
8:57
9:27
10:27
11:27
12:27
1:27
2:2'7
3:27
3:57
4:27
4:57
5:27
11:57
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7:01
7:~1
8:01
8:31
9:01
9:31
10:31
11:31
12:31
1:31
2:31
3:31
4:01
4:31
5:01
5:31
'6:01

TO DOWNTOWN
BoiSE
BEACON
7:04
7:34
8:04
8:34
9:04
9:34'
10:34,
11:~4
12:34
' 1:34
2:34
3:34
4:04
4:34
5:04
5:34
8:04

TRANSll
MALL

7:16
7:45
8:16
8:45
9:16
9:45
10:45
11:45
12:45
1:45
2:45
3:45
4:15
4:45
5:15
11:45
0:15

e to B ise State Mugger Baitl

by Steve Lyon
The University News
me to expound briefly on a
Welcome, class of 1993 or
subject som~what relevant to your
thereabouts.
new career as a college student
Dear Freshmen, fresh women,
. Grades arc very important in
sweet lillie farm yokels, nubile
college; I'm sure you had fun in
young gawking oily slabs of
'
high school, got Cs, thrown outa
mugger bait-with your out-of.few times.etc., but those days are
date and dumb crewcuts or your
over. This is an institution of
pouffed and. puffed, sprayed,
higher education; grades, and ,
shellacked big mall hair-lam
so grades alone, are now the sole
, glad to see you all,
purpose for your existence-your
Now that Ihave triedin my _ only' objective in lire. Forget
own juvenile w~y to insult you, ' sports; you may have played a .
let me introduce myself.I am an
Iittle.ball in Jerome, whcrcthey
upperclassperson of mediocre. .• . pretty much had to take every
gradeS. ID.'Jd dubious intellect, so it wimpy crybaby who.came along.·
is only Iogi~ that Itake time out .. Here in the Big Sky; you're a Iiltle
from my busy schedule and sit
,too'~wnytoplay
ball with . .
down to pen some sort of inspim- .'beefy,3QOpOundCrs. I'll tell you.
tional message for you. Con~ider 'thafrightnow.
",(p.;"'.
me, if You will,yourmentor for a
Believe me, nothiitgcan give
.few moments (you can trUSt me
more pJeasure.,-not girlfriends,
and the Lord, friends) and allow
bQyfriends, fast cats, end~

kegs-than five big As on your
Kappa Sigma fmternity;i was an
report card, the big 4.0.
ASBSU Senator; I was a BSU
AAAhhhhh. nie hell with
Amhassador; Iwas captain or Ih,
extracumcular acuvlucs-ea
debate team; and I am a real '
complete and total waste of your
people person."
.
good studying time. Iwant to see .
"What? You're a dork. You
you waiting outside that library at got Cs and Ds on your transcript
6:45 am, Monday morning;
. here I wanta nerd to nmmy: .
pleading to get in early and hit the company's financial spreaa-'
books.
'sheetS;"
This could happen to you,
Listen, when you show up at
Get good grades and the dean
that first "real" job interview, you of your sthqol will send you a
want to kick ass with a brainy
glowing letter; thevicc-presidcm
G.P.A. Everything else is just
for student affairs will scnd
resume' padding. Picture this
another flattering form leucr. You
scenarioJouryears down the
will be o~ top of the world. BSU .
road: You arrive for a 8 a.m.
Janitors will send you congmlulainterView at Yo Yodyne Nuclear
tory letters.
Avionics. Yauare~intoa
. Getbadgradcsandpeople
walnmpaneled executive office.
becolne a litlle lesS cOrdial. The
It's you and Mr, Big, .You make
world will shift on its precise axis .
your pitch,
. Profs will scowl when they see' ..
"Sir, I was president of the
you sitting in the back of their

r1a~,. Someone in the registrar-s
.. ,ffile will stamp WEINIE 0'1 .
your report card. You become
.
stigln~tized, You lose selfrcsX',1
We can't havethat, can we? l ;,'\"
grir on yC!urself (scratch that-.
you're much too impressionable),
. It's not too late though, rny
friends. It's early in the semester;
you can tum things around, get
into a real type-A attitude about
grades,

. And friends, when you do
blow by everybody else on your
way to a Rhoades scholarship,
p~
think ofthosc less fortu'. nate souls, like me, who fell in
love with the boUIe, andthe
wOmen; and Chuck Bukowski''S .
books,and. well, did not live up .
to1heir academic potential: LoOk
inio yourhcan-and
give t,ls a
job.
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Cheap

F y ..1'" eo ,F' Y

I··'.

movie tickets

. Sec a movie for $3!
Available' for purchase at the
Student Union Union Station are
discount, movie passes', for
Excellence, Cineplex-Odeon and
Unitcd Artists/Commonwealth
theaters.Passcsare
not usually
accepted' during the first few
weeks of a .hit films release, so
check the local newspaper to find
out which films will accept
discount passes. Call 385-1448
for more information.

I.

,

385-1440 for more information.

, $10 a day or a sleeping bag for
75 cents a day. A current Boise
State student activity card, is
needed to rent equipment at the
student
rate..For
more
information, call 385-1946.

Run, jump,

swim

Be aware and save big

o

_
As a BSU student, you
are entitled to usc the swimming
pool, weight rooms, jogging
track, and racquetball courts
simply by showing your student
activity card and a photo J.D. To
get a schedule of recreational
facilities hours, call 385-1131 or
stop by the offices in the Human
Performance Center.

Many local businesses .
offer discountsto BSU students.
Some banks' in Boise offer
checking accounts to students for
free or at a nominal rate. Keep
your eyes and cars open and you
just might save a few bucks.

Student

Involvemcnt

Involving yourself in
student activities is part of the
fun of being a student, There arc
The BSU Recreation
over
100 diverse
student
Center, located in the Student
organizations at BSU.
Union, offers special rates for
The Student Activities
free Flicks
bowling and billiards. BSU
office, on the second floor of the
students" with activity card, can
Student Union, has' a booklet
The Student Programs
bowl for 80 cents a game, plus
active
student
Board, the entertainment arm of listing
35 cent shoe rental, or play pool .
Monday -, Thursday
To obtain a
7:30 a.m, to 11 p.m ..
ASBSU, provides social and organizations.
" for $2 an hour. The Recreation
booklet or more information
2nd floor closes at' 10 p.m,
cultural activities
for BSU
Center also houses an assortment
Friday
about club's and organizations at
7:30 a.m . .to 7 p.m,
students,
Some
activities,
such
as
of video and. pinball games,
Saturday
BSU, stop by the Student
IOa.m.
to 6 p.m.
the films, are free, Other events,
fooz~~11 tables and. ping, pong
, Sunday
Activities' office or call 385noon to 10 p.m,
such
as
concerts,
are
offered
'at
a
tables.
1223.
2nd floor closes at 8 p.rn,
moderate ticket price: SPB
The Associated Students
programming committees include
Cheap outdoor fun
of Boise State University, the
films,
concerts,
comedy,
fine
r'--'--"·-'-"-"-'-"-,.,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,''-:''-''-''1
arts, special events, lectures and official government voice of the
I
e
The Outdoor Rental
student body, currently
has
j
, Center, also located in the family activities.
openings on a number of campus
t
, Student Union, is the place to go Legal Stuff
committees. Students can help
j
, to rent sports and recreational
make "university
policy, and
,.
, equipment.
Water
sports
Divorce, landlord/tenant
represent student interests by
equipment,
camping
and
problems, small claims court and being involved with committees
t
' .
backpacking,
equipment,
other legal questions can be such as the tenure committee or
answered by the attorney retained
the financial aid committee.
I
volleyball and softball sets and
I
_
i cross country skis arc available
by ASBSU. The attorney is
For more information
i
, for rental.
available for consultation to any
about involvement on a campus
j,
2655 S. Broadway 345-8723
,
For example, a BSU
full time BSU student at no or a committee or to become involved
.
L,,_,._,,_,,
__ .,......__
_.,_,,J t student can rent a sailboard for
minimal cost. Call ASBSU at
with student government,
call
the ASBSl1 offices at 385-1440,

Cheap

recreation

Fall semester BSU library hours

00
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'WITH SEVEN
LOCATIONS
TO SERVE YOU!

0!ld5

, IMc~on~~

"(87imR,iil
Amer;cn: s JJ('~t Dresscd SfJtlCildclJ

We prepare 3 and 6 fool
sandwiches for parties

J~v'
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o 1240 So. Capitol Blvd., Boise
o 7051 Fairview Avenue, Boise

510 N. Orchard • 781 I Fairview- 1185 Vista Ave.
2223 Fairview ~ 7222 Overland • 4825 Glenwood
1375 Broadway

o· ~"'_,

-

345-4250
375-0151

Phone orders to go ...

0

Sandwiches • Drinks • Beer'
Salads • Homemade Premhim Ice Cream.

New i\tiythology

Health
2103. Universlty
...., ·:"~..nt

Comics & :Science Fiction

-~

Comic Books

~

Science Fiction
Books

, _

.

(acrnss

!l~au.

ElehJcntary
385·1459

HAIRCUTS-$8.00

T·Shirts

Boise'

&MOR~

1725

BrCC'i~c;.6744 ,

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
Student Union & Activities

Recreation Cept'er
,[r7G~1I~1~~.~-'7~1~t~(c-O-/lI~I~~J

KEY BANK OF IDAHO

mb

'THE f:(EYTO YOUR
FINANCIAL FUTURE
Involved.· innovaUve.Professlonal
Member FDIC

Full-time
students,
taking eight or more
crcdijs. may lise the Student
Health Service for little or 110
cos!. Students who received 'a,
. refund on their' Student Heillth
Insurance fee are stilI eligible 10
use the Health Center.
Some of the services
available include nu vaccines and
strer throat tests. Birth control
information, .examinations and
prescriptions are also available at
the Student Health Service as is
venereal disease trealment and
AIDS testing.
,
. Minilnal fccs arc charged
for some procedures sl!ch a~ prlp .
smears; which according to a
Student Health ~ervice employee
costs $4.50.thissemcster.
those
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_. s~tem sever\~
BSU's #1 HAIR SALON

385-]456

School)

0

1

JJJJ

Orin

Campus

Hours: 9 a.m. t(l4 p.m.
daily when classes' arc in ,
session

Men & Women- Includes ShalIlpoo & Cut

Posters

Trom

Center

,; Cuts starting at'$8.00
• Permsstarting at$29.95
EVERYDAY 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Always a licensed cosmetologist to help yOll
Boise Towne Square
377.19511

Capito) Image Center __
One Hour Photo
°QuaIityProcessingeB/W
and, Color
oEnlargements 010% Student Discount

2nd Set of Prints Free
orl·8XIO for.99<: with
"nexUoCompri

Hotel"
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Enjoy Our Gourmet

1

Ham, Turkey, And'

,

BestSeller

1

Provolone Cheese'

$ 1.99.

1
I
.:

I

$1.89

1
1
1

(Bigger Bile ExCludl.'d)
Redeem Coupon For Up 103 Order.
Not valid Wlt,h Any Other Coupon
Coupon EXPIres IOnO/59'

(Bigger Bile ExCIudl.'d)
Redeem Coupon For Up 10 3 Order.
Not I/.alld With Any Other. Coupon
~o4Pon Explrts 10,nOIB9
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Boise's
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Stop

newest & most risque card & gift shop,
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Come I
h
f
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,8th

Street Marketplace

,

.

NAND

I

345.6033

COUPON

GOOD ONLY .AT BROADWAY

,

WELCOME BSU STUDENTS

I

401 Park Cenler Blvd.
(In fronl ofCompri HOlel)

I
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CHlCAGOSTYLE

GOOD.

T1/RU

336·1661
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I'valuable .coupon I

go Famous!

Yogurt Pies - f-bme-Style Soups

.

Waffle Cones Discount Pass Good
Catenrq- Orders to Go
throu h 6.1.90

THE YOGURT WAY

"
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Bring in this coupon and you
can receive 10% off any
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merc an lse
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STORE

WELCOME IISf) STUDENTS
A1
.

FREE!

I

,

1227 BROADWAYAVE. 342·2264
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Art Supply Co.

I

820 W. JEFFERSON
P.O BOX 924
BOISE,IDAHO 83701-0924
PHONE (2D8) 343-2564

:
I
I
,

$5.00 of your next purchase
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Recreation Center
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Gin Shops

Gibson Lane
809 W. Bannock 336.4370
The Card Stop
8lh Street Marketplace 345-603.?

:

$

I

O'
.'.
25.0 from our new fall / wlOtercollectlOn.
So come see us at BoiseTowne

~,21111111111111111111111111"I",I,'I',','I.J

1WY1x

and we'll give ya five!'
BOISE TOWNE SQUARE
322-3939

I
:.

Changes
1302 Eastman-Hyde Park 338.1372
, System Seven
Boise Towne Square Mall 377-1950
, Robyn Todd Beauty Products
Boise Towne Square Mall 375-6844

Square
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Hair~::i;n
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Payless ShoeSourte
Boise Towne ?quare Mall 375-6150

From now until the end of October,
We"]! give you $5.00 off-any purchase over

"

10%discount on aI/menu itemsj
when you show.the cashier your
BSU student or faCUltycard!
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& Main Ofd Boise
342·3456,
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Art SUPOlie~
Boise Blue Art Supply
820 W. Jefferson 343·2564
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Travel

New Worfd Travel
350 N. 9th #102 344.8351

I

MasterCuts'

ADUL T CUTS, REG. $8
KIDS CUTS, REG. $6
Towne Square

Boise

,I

A I R CUT

e

Nightclubs
Xenon
10'h & Grove 336-Q672

ClubD.J.'s
107 S 6th 345-0560

I

·------------------------------r~-~-----------------~"I' OFF A'NY H --------1
.

I

Video Rentals & Cinema

.,
,

over $25,00

f.QQ1.
Union Street Cafe
BSU Student Union 385-1437
The Yogurt Way
9th & Idaho 336-5186
Heartbreak Cafe
607 Main Street 345-5544
Lucky 13
13th & Eastman,Hyde Park 344-6967
Brick Oven Beanery
51h& Main 342-3456
8th Street Dell & Plzzar/a
401 S. 8th 336~9m
Bllmple-Amerlca's
Best Dressed Sandwich
1240 S. Capitol BlVd. 345-4250
. Round Table Pizza
1677 Broadway343-1011
Boise Towne Square Mall 377-1705
Muffin Break
Boise Towne Square Mall 322-1388
The Flicks
646 Fulton 342-4222

The Flicks
646 Fulton' 342-4222

I

Special sales and student discounts
first three weeks of semester.

Hours:M-sa 9:30-10 su 11-10
9th & Idaho / Downtown Boise /336-5186

:

Phone Numbers

:

~ DEN

LIMIT ONE PER PERSON.
SALE ITEMS DO NOT APPLY FOR DISCOUNT

I

business

1

*Schuck's Auto Supply*
-15 % OFF ANY PURCHASE

:

,

,

,

. ~

changes

Q!Q!hing
Central Park
105 S. 6th 384·1167
ThaT op' Shoppe
8th Street Markelplace344-9814
BeneUon
.
80ise Towne Square M~II322-3939
So/forts
.
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Whitney Baptist Church
2309 Dorian 343-1942
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DesIan

B.J:. Floral
1217 Broadway~~55
,Il!§

PeclaIPuaherBIktShop
1015Yrsta Ave. 342·9721

'I.

The Uiliversity News
'"--The University News
345-8204

BLIMPIE
America's Best Dressed Sandwich

campus
Phone Numbers
Counseling
and Testing ConteI'
Education Bu~lding, 6th floor
385-1601
'
Academic AdVising Conter
Math/Geology BUilding, room 112
385-3664
Student Special Services
Admin. Building, room 114
385-1583
Tutorial Services
Admin. Building, room 114
385-1679,
Financial Aid
Admin. Building, room 117
385·1664
'- ,---

I

The Card Stop

Auto Supply

Boise's newest & most
risque card & gift'shop

madman
magee's

Student Employment
office
(work study and off campus
employment)
Admin. Building, room 124
385-1745
-,
career Planning and Placement
- Admin. B,uilding, room 123
385-1747
Student Health Conter
2103 University Drive
385-1459
BSU Library
Hours information
385-1816
circulation
385-1204
reference
385-3301
periodicals and microfilms
385·1263
Curriculum Resource Center
385-3605
Government Publications
385-3559 •
Computer Lab
Education Bldg., room 418
385-1776
Computer Lab
Business Bldg., room 208
, 385-1201
'
Recreation offices
385-1131
'
Pool
385·1701
Resldonce Halls
Chaffee 385-1258
Driscoll 385"1502
Morrison 385-1978:
, Towers 385-3201
Pavilion Box office
385·1766
Paviiion Event Recording'
385-3535 '
Parking Services'
Admin. Bldg •• Room 118
385·1681
'

,

Schuck's

MUSTARD'S,
CHICAGO STYLE HOTDOGS & MORE!

clothing store

Boise Blue

The Yogurt Way

Art Supply Co.

Boise's Ultimate in Frozen Yogurt
• Of';

Mastercuts

BSU Recreation Ctr.

family haircutters

Video Games, Bowling, Pool

BENETTON

Brick Oven Beanery

GIMME FIVEI

, Honest Fast Food

Stud8IJt !.Inion
Union Station
(campus information)
"
385-1448
, " ,::
Reservations
and catering
(to arrange for meeting rooms
in the Student Union),385-1677
Recreation Conter
385,,1456
Outdoor Rental Center
385·1946 '
Associated Students of BSU
385·1440
Student Programs Board
385-3655
385-3874
Global Travel
385·1370
Bookstore'
385·1254 '
StudentActlvltlea
office
385·1223
National StUdent Exchange
385-1280
, Student Haalth Insurance

'changes,

HAIR DESIGN

XENON

RepreSentative ",
~385-3863

changes

HAIR DESIGN

.Unive.rsity:Night

'

"XE'NON,'

'.,;

:P~uty'Nlg~t

university New,a
19031/2'Unlvers1ty Dr.,
"
from the Student Union

,

;

, across

345-8204
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k.d.lang
and" .the
Reclines
remain
tall in the
saddle
_by Will Spearman
.. The University News
The "Alberta Rose" is 'pullin'
back the reins.' Afterthe
enormous commercial and critical
success of last year's Shadowland, k·cl: langand the Rccljncs ...
have headed back to the Canadian
'. hills without sellin~ themselves
dawn the dusty trail. Absolute
T?rch and Twang. lang·s.latest
SIre ~ecord~ release, verifies that
there s nothing ucr than good
horsescnse when It comes to
follow-up albums.
.
Country torch beare~ Patsy Cline
had forever been k.d, s number
one innu~nc~, so w~en lang
pulled Chne s longtime producer,
Ow~n Bradley. out of obseurity
and Illness to produee her last l.p..
th~ hits were ~ure to follow
WlthO~ts~rprJse. lang, however,
left Cline s trademark songs off
the album, going instead for the.
. feel of thos~ ~I~ Decca ballads, If
not the familiarity. The record
buying public would just have to
wait for those favo~ite cover tunes
to show up on lang s next release,
. Absolute Torch and Twang
arrives, however, with not one
Patsy Cline song among the
twelve selections. Ignoring the
pressure, (both public and
industry), to co~c through with
an album of Cline standards or 10
repeat Shadowland's formulaic
success is perhaps the wisest
career move lang could have
made. Instead, her own songs,
smartly co-written with Recline
guitar-ace Ben Mink, surround
the album like a quick posse.
Three traditional country numbers
• including Willie Nelson and
Faron Young's "Three Days"may not be instantly recognizable
to lang's predominantly young
followin~, but they complement

tx:

0 •

p • c 1- •

the lang/Mink tunes like spots on
a~ Appaloosa.

.

See the magic
by Cliff Hall
The University News

. ,.

."

PG.)

Do the Right Thing, Spike
Lee's passion-filled tirade on
racism is a must-sec for anyone
living in America today. Topical
and yet entertaining, the film
moves in unforeseen directions
forcing the viewer to react to the
visceral screenplay on unexpected
levels. Don't expect it to change
the world, but allow yourself to
take it in for what it is: a plea for
us to "do the right thing." (At the
8th Street Market Place, rated R.)

NOW IIIRING
13'i'5 Broadway • 7222 Overland
& other Boise Iocauons.Apply in
person,

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• Competitive wages

.• Premium pay for carly morning & late night
hours

r------======------::----.?hompsOIlS.
SETS START AT $25.00

Nanny / Childcare positions available.

*

Kris Kristoferson, Cheryl
Ladd, and some truly awful
special effects make Millennium
the first truly bad movie of the fall
season. The story, concerning the
populating of another planet by
the "lost souls" of the Bermuda
Triangle and some unexplained
airline disasters, is ludicrous.
And the attempt by the director to
make this an awe-inspiring
spectacle is beyond contempt.
You won't even want to see this
bomb on vidco! Miss it now.
(8th Street Market Place, rated

This is the 50th anniversary
of the greatest fantasy film ever
made. See for yourself the power
of The Wizard of Oz; especially
on the wide screen. It has been
released in a brand new print with
the Kansas sequence in its
original sepia tones-a much
warmer picture than the black and
white-and the sound is truly
incredible. Judy Garland and the
rest are wonderful and the Wicked
Witch of the West can still
. frighten. Don't miss this rare
opportunity. (At the Hicks, rated
G.)

tc:
6Mcgon~,.

A TLANTIC OCEAN LIVING

Full-time live in situations with'
families in the BOSTON area.

of

Wizard
of Oz on the wide screen

What will be recognizable on'
Torch and Twang is lang's
undaunted tear-scorching voice
giving light to ballads that see
child abuse as a tortured "family
tradition" in "Nowhere To
Stand ...·or elude to her own shy.
self-effacing persona in "Wallflower Waltz."
Also recognizable will be lang's
jug-headed honky tonkin' on the
equally self-deprecating send-up;
"Big Boned Gal" or Wynn
Stewart's rock-a-hillbilly yodeler
"Big Big Love." But the real
stand-outs here are the simple
"Trail Of Broken Hearts," and the
incredibly sensual "Pullin' Back
The Reins," both offering a dusty
trail ride as an analogy for the
galloping recklessness of love.
The Reclines. too, should begin
to be a known element with this
third American release. Gordie
Matthews, Ben Mink, and Greg
"' Leist sharek.d.'s corral with
electric acoustic and steel
gUiLafs:respectiv~ly, while
Michel Pouliot keeps the rhythm
on drums and John Dymond
fingers the bass, cantering from .
ballad to hillbilly to honky tonk to
country rock, and back again, as
aptly as lang herself.
Absolute Torch and Twang is
k.d, lang and the Reclines' .
strongest work to date merely
because it never strays too long in
the hard-edge field that Angel
with a Lariat maintained, nor in
the ballad-soaked country that
became Shadowland. By having
the intuitive smarts to not offer a
ready-made collection of Patsy
sing-alongs, this newest l.p. has,
like the restraining words of
"Pullin' Back The Reins" suggest,
forced k.d, lang to do her absolute
best to simply remain "1<\11 in the
saddle" when all that talent runs
away "with a will of its own."

.

. 17J7 Broadway
344-5180'

• Free meals & uniforms
• Paid breaks & vacations

The
.
Comn-uler
. 413 South 8th si,
Boise,Id 83704
(208) 344-5472

Store r'

EMPLOYER-

,

Includes' room and board, automobile,
. insuranqe.

LOCALl.Y

& OPERA'llm

a' .

The Apple IIc Plus can help your
child learn to read and write. become a
math whiz, or find Morocco on the
map. You can prepare' tax returns.

~~~~''''"*-''~gcorrespondence
complete a family budget, do all your
;;:.n,
and l.:venpainl and
1'\

-

Authorized dealer

OU.l.....

draw.

~~~~#;{*~~~~\

Call or write
THE HELPING HAND, INC. 25 WEST STREET
BEVERLY FARMS, MA. 01915.1-800-356-3422

OWNED

.

.1'. . ••

Salary ranges from $150 to $300 per week.

Great way tQ experience Boston families,
culture, history and beaches.

-..

• All shifts availab.le. Flexible hours & scheduling
INC'

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

*.
*
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Dee and I have been
close for a long time-at least
since before the divorce when we
shared a bedroom in the tiny
farmhouse where we lived. I
remember it so well: she, a sevenyear-old with a pixie cut; and I, a
ten-year-old wishing to rule the
world. We lay in our beds
listening and wondering at our
parents' anger and frustration.
Their voices low but suspicious, their resentment quiet but
strong, my parents would create a
circular vocal path that drifted
like smoke. We would watch the
smoke drift into our room until we
grew tired and finally slept. But
even then I would sometimes
dream about rings of smoke
surrounding Illy bed like a snake,
squeezing the life right out of me.
As for ITl 'j parents they did
try to hide it Ironi us, their
bitterness toward one another; but
we, lying in our miniature
bedroom with ears straining to
understand, knew. And as each
night passed, I couldn't help but
notice the smoke growing thicker, scariest moments of my life.
much needed to comfort her but
the rings stronger around my bed.
Dee and I were bound by
somehow sensed that it was not
One Sunday afternoon, a day
moments like this, experiences in my place; Nonetheless; I helped
when Mom and Dad usually liked pain-a look of hate here, a snarl
her--Dr at least I believe I helped
to nap after a big dinner, I stood
of reproach there-that would'
her. All I know is that it was what
in the living room next to my
never be forgotten. And I remem- I needed at the time. Looking
sister. We were watching our
ber wondering if perhaps it might back, it was as.if our sadness
parents through the picture
not all be my fault. Maybe they
could not be communicated to
window. Dee was holding
wouldn't be so upset if I weren't
anyone else, nor to each other,
Pebbles, her baby doll, by the hair around. Maybe the three of them
except by touch.
like she always did and I was
longed for a day when I could be
I was deathly frightened that'
absentmindedly fidgeting with a
killed in an accident so that they
Mom and Dad would come in and
pocketful of stcelies,
'
could be happy again.
want to know what I was doing.
I thought it odd that the car's
I.dared.not ask my sister if
Not that I felt it looked questionengine wasn't running, If I had
she felt I was justified in my
able for a brother to be sitting on
been just a little older I may have feelings-I didn't want to know.
his sister's bed in the dark, I just
found some absurdity in the sight, It was bad enough we were the
did not want to be interrogated,
but not there, not. then'. They sat
,witnesses of war and silently we
about anything. I was afraid that,
parked in the driveway arguing,
found ourselves watching as
someone would ask what was
, never planning to.leave the house. smoke billowed up from the
bothering me and Iwould have to
It was spooky, really, as first
battlefield looking like skinny
a..swer them with a very bad lie-,
Mom's mouth would move, then
snakes standing on their-tails,
a lie that even the smallest child
, Dad's, then Mom's again.
Dee and I carried identical,
could see right through. It's not
How long could the argument painful scars soothed only by
• that I didn't want anyone else to
last, I wondered? How long could being together; And towards the
know, it's that I couldn't let
lhey go before finally exploding
end, veterans of combat.wecould
anyone else know.
and striking out at one anothershare the horror only with the
No one in the world could
or had they once already and we
other-but rarely did. Hercrying
even come close to understanding
didn't know? Were Mom's
, softly, in bed hurt more sometimes Illy grief, the pain of seeing the
bruises hidden by long sleeves?
than their fighting ever did. 'And it two most beloved people in my
Were Dad's aches and pains in
didn't help that I knew why she
life at war and my sister falling
fact caused by Mom? Dee and I
had to cry.
,
apart.because of iL And that
'stood there and watched for a
I would sit on the edge of her knowledge scared me the most,
long, long time without saying a
bed, softly rubbing her shoulder,
How was I to ever get over the
word. We had no desire whatsohoping and praying so strongly
pain if I didn 't tell-someone about
ever to be seen, so we stood like,
that Mom and Dad wouldn't hear , it? And then again, how could I'
statues staring; it was or.e of the
her and find me there. I very
ever tell anyone?

And then the battle was
suddenly over. One Wednesday
morning Dee and I were pulled
from class and told in the
principal's office that we would
be missing some days of school
while the "divorce thing" was
sorted out. "You won't have to
worry about anything. Your'
parents love you both very much.
There are just some things that
must be settled," I didn't understand why settling was so important, but at least they wouldn't be
fighting any more, I thought. I
Couldn't wait for everything to be
put in their properplaces,
. But I only wish that that had
happened. Reality is much more
.strict than hopes or dreams and ,
nothing was ever sorted out.
,
Questions were left unanswered.I
was never reunited with some of
my most favorite toys, and a lot of
my clothes turned up missing, It
was as if the author of my life
-story was suddenly replaced and
·the new writer had forgotten some
of the details.
Our carport was littered with
pieces of dishes handed down
fromgenerations' and home-made
ceramic gifts with "Merry
Christmas 1970" scratched into
the clay on the bottom in my
mother's handwriting. Some items
.apparently no one wanted. They

allowed forgotten lamp shades to
drown in the rain, A favorite chair
was suddenly garbage, It was all
so far beyond my comprehension.
(Why I should have such intense
memories attached to material
objects such 'a'Slamp shades and
ceramic snails, I'll never know:
But the sight of my family's
. possessions, all of them lined up
garage sale-like, has never left
rnc.)
And while my parents fought
over who would get what in the
sculcmcnt.j longed for a day at
school. And I had never wished
.for something like that.
Needless to say, my parents"
marital union ~as shattered ' '
.beyond repair. We picked from
the carport those pieces left to
crumble and die and moved with
our mother to California. It was a
big change for all of us.
'Sometimes, I look back at the
times when my parents decided to
divorce and Istill smell the acrid
odor of smoke from fires that
seem to smoulder forever. My
parents
still my parents but I
never again f9lt like I did before
the war. And from then on I never
was able to look atmy Idaho.
home the same way ever again.

are
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FREE! REFRESHMENTS AND INFOR.
mation at lite Pi Sigma Epsilon (Professional· Sales!
Marketing Organization) meeting. Friday, Sept 15,
Nez Perce Room at SUB. All majors.' all sexes
welcome!
HELP WANTED!
The University News is looking for ad sales representatives. Commission basis. Set your own working
hours. Meet cool people. What a deal! Call Ronnie
at 345-8204.
EARN $2,1)00to $4,000.
Searching for employment that permits working your
own hours, but still challenging enough for your
entrepreneurial Skills? Manage programs for Fortune 500 Companies. Earn $2,000 to $4,000. Calll800-932-0528, ext. 10.

•

I
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~
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LOOKING FOR FRATERNITY, SORORITY,
or student organization that would like to make $500
to$I,OOO fora one-week, on-campus marketing project. Must be organized' and hardworking.Call
-.
Corine or Myra at 1-800-592-2121.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS!
'$32,OOO/year income potential. Details. 602-838=
8885, Ext. Bk 5924.
ATTENTION: EXCELLENT INCOME
for home assembly work. Info. call 504-646-1700,
Dept. P3439.
.
ATTENTION· HIRING!
Government jobs - your area. $17,840-$69,485. Call
1-602-838-8885, Ext R5924.
NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM SEEKS
mature student to manage on-campus promotions for
top companies litis school year. Flexible hours with
earnings potential to $2500 per semester. Must be
organized. hardworking and money motivated. Call
Corine or Myra at 1-800-592-2121.
LOOKING FOR INDIVIDUALS
to participate on a panel regarding AIDS and the
college student If you, or anyone you know, is
interested in participating, contact the Student Activities Office at 385-1223.
WANTED: GOOD "B" TENNIS PARTNERS ..
Please eall Dean at 385-1312 (leave message).
PLASMA DONORS NEEDED
Help save a child's life and earn extra cash while
studying. New donors will receive $15 and. donors
who have not donated in the last 30 days will receive
$12 if you bring in litis ad. American Plasma, 1021
. Broadway, across from Cobby's. Call 338-0613
(open Tues., Wed., Fri. & Sat, 9-5).
FOR SALE: MOTORCYCLE.
'79 Yamaha XS 750 Special Edition - $800 OBO.
10,000 miles. windshield, 3 cylinder, shaft drive.
Excellent condition. Leave Msg. at 345-7258.
.\.

FOR SALE: 1986 HONDA REBEL 250
Limited edition, back rest, sharp.clean bike with low
miles. $800 OBO. Call anytime 343-4251.
'.:::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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On the road
with Bronco
Volleyball

Rippin' and
'-Roarin'
by Rob Nesbit
The University News

by Corky Hansen
, The University News

0'

\

;

While Bronco fans anticipate
thecommencementof1989BigSky
volleyball action, the team has enjoyed a fruitful start in non-conference play.
BSUs first six matches have'
been in the midst of enemy territory: The August 31 opener in Salt
.Lake City against the University of
Utah was successful as the Broncos
disposed of the Utes in four games
9-15, 15-4, 15-13 and 15-6.
From there, BSU traveled to
southern California to take on Cal
State Fullerton. The final score
there was again in favor of the lady
Broncos 15-11, 15-13, 15-7, followed by a highly-contested defeat
at the hands ofUC Irvine: 15-8,1416,15-10,7-15,1-15.
On Sept. 8, Boise State traveled to Oregon to participate in a
four-team round-robin tournament
In the day's first match, BSU dominated Loyola-MaramontI6-14,15.9, 15-1. Later in the day, they
defeated Wyoming in four games
15-9,8-15,10-15,11-15.
The Broncos completed the
round-robin Saturday in what turned
out to be the championship match
BSU'sNo.3 Frank Robinson goes after the
against the host team, Oregon UniLurnberlock's man and takes him down.
versity.Both teams were unbeaten
in Friday's contests. Oregon then
handed BSU its second loss in six
matches in four games: 15-9,8-15,
10-15,11-15. Senior middle blockers Sandy Stewart and Kelly Baker
by Demise Martinez .
were named to the all-tournament
and two touchdowns, which in- the 1988 season ranking seeond
The University News '
team following the final match.
cluded 20 unanswered points in the among the nation's quarterbacks for
BSU will begin conference play
TheBronco'sMike Virdcnsplit second half for the Bronco victory passing, according to the 1989
Sept. .15 in Bozeman against the
Bronco football press guide.
the
Lumberjack's
secondary wide over the Lumberjacks.
University of Montana and will
Virden 's mostoutstanding play
"I came to play. I fell all along
continue Saturday against Montana open, leading the way to a 23-12
Saturday night came late in tile
I
could
do
it,"
said
Mike
Virden.
victory
over
perennial
power
State. Their first home match is
Virden replaced starting quarterback fourth quarter when the Broncos
Stephen F. Austin Saturday night.
Sept. 21 against Weber State.
were backed against the' wall on,
Four minutes into the game and Duane Halliday.
their own one-foot line. With BSU
And
well
he
should.
Virden
trailing nine to nothing, Bronco fans
had an outstanding junior college .lcading l 6-12, Virden engineered il
,began to fear the worst.
Enter Mike Virden of Des career, leading his team to a 20-1 99-yard'scoring drive, capping the
Moines, Iowa, who simply com- ' two-year record and a national game with a four-yard touchdown
'
pleted 17 of31 passes for 276 yards championship in 1987. He finished pass to full back Bart Hull.

Virden leads Broncos' to 23-12 win

BSU Athletes
of the week

Mike Virden; football; junior
quarterback. 17/31;276Yards,
two touchdowns in Saturday's
game.
L-~_---,-,--
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Bronco cross country
team wins tlrst meet'
by Rob Nesbit
The University News

Thefirst runner for Cal State
LA to cross the finish line came in
fourth behind BSU junior Sid Sulli-Boise State's men's cross- van. Raymon Perez of CSLA fincountry team won its first meet of 'ished with a time of26.10just one,
, the year over visiting division I sccondbehind Sullivan'sthird nlaco
powerhouse Cal State of Los Angc- time of 26.09.
.
les,
BSU coach Randy Mayo who
The meet, which was the first is in his first season as the men's
cross-country meet hostedby the cross- country coach was pleased
Bronco's in four years, was a land-' with his teams whopping margin of
slide victory for the Broncos who victory. "The best thing of the en.out-distanced their rivals by 25 tire race was the amount of time
points in Boise's Ann Morrison . between our first and our fifth runPark.
ncr," Mayo said. He said that any
Leading the Broncos was jun- time less than 35 seconds is considior transfer Robin Card, who came ered a good time; and noted the
to the Broncos from the University , team's time span of25 seconds.
of Oregon where he qualified f~r
"A big surprise' for us was
the ~CA.A Cross Country Charnpi- Butler's second place finish. This
onships 10 1988.
'really
ought to push the entire team
Sandy Stewart;' volleyball;
In Saturd~y's hoot Card, who ,in our next match,' Mayo said.
senior middle blocker; 19 kills,
placed~rrsl,finI~hed~e8,OOO,meter.
. The teams next match is Sept.
14blocks in Oregon Invitational
course m 26 mmutcs two .seconds. '23 in Seattle at the University of
last Friday and Saturday; seComingin second was BSU's Kevin Washington Invitational
lected to Oregon Invitational
Butler.ajunior, with a timeof26.05 '
'
.
All-Tournament Team.
--'
just three seconds behind Card.
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A week before school started
the local media started throwing
around estimated quantities of student-athletes who were sitting on
the bubble of academic ineligibility. Wanting to jump on the band
wagon, I suggested we run an editorial eartoon depicting a bunch of
football players wearing dunce caps.
Cooler, more logical and rational minds prevailed and the cartoon didn't run. Refusing to be
silenced, I setoff on an adventure to
prove that jocks are dumb. My
odyssey began by walking through
the Varsity Center.
There I was, clandestine in my
secretagcntgarb.This slOry wain't··going to escape me; I would find the
Irrefutable proof that football jocks
have tiny IQ's. I had to skirt the
issue though; these guys might be
dumb but they've certainly gotstrcct
smarts. IfI asked them aboutgradcs,
they'd gloss me over and slide me
out on a slick floor.
On my trek through the Varsity
Center, I stumbled across a large
board hanging on the wall, Its
content was amazing. Suspended
before my eyes was a display of
aeademic prowess. Ten Names:
The names offootball players with
GPA'S ranging from 3.2 on up to
higher than 3.8! What's going on
here? I headed for Fred Goode's
little cleft in the Pavilion, the office
of the athletic department's' academic advisor.
"Fred, what's going on here?
What's that display hanging over in
the Varsity Center?"
Proudly, he informed me that
the football academic honor roll
was what it was and that it didn't
just represent the ten highcstGPA 'S
they could find on the football team.
"To make the board, you've
gouo have a GP A of at least 3.2. It
used to be 3.0but we had to raise the
lower limit!".
.
That wasn 'tall Fred shared with
me. Without actually' calculating ,
accumulative GPA for the football
team, he was able to estimate that
the figure would hover right around
2.5 or better,
"
He also quickly noted a volleyball GPA around 3.0 and a women's
basketball GPA of approximately
equal siature.
, .
In all sincerity ,lIie, Bronco
coaching staff deserves a "nice job"
for the emphasis they place on acadcmics. The Big Sky Conference in
its eligibility rules only requires a
sophomore 10, have a 1.6 to compete, a junior a 1.8 and a senior a
2.0. The NCAA goes a step, farther
and states that a student athlete must
be making normal progression aca, demicaiiy towards a degree to rc-'
main athletically eligible.
, It really should not be a sur. prise, though, that student-athletes
are doing well academically: At a
university' where there is ?J1 opendoor admissions policy, the door is
slammed shut for the student-athlete by the NCAA, Which demands
specific scores on entrance exams
'and specifics a high school core
curriculum that an entering freshman must have in order to compete
athletically. Nocorein highschool?
Too low of an entrance score? No
playing time.
Moral of this story: I guess you
really .can't judge a book by its
cover,

The University News
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Forty-two of the lettermen who
led the Broncos to an 8-4 finish and
Big Sky conference play-off berth
last season, -return this year to the
football roster. Seventeen of the 42
started in the final game against
Northwestern State in 1988 and
started again in Saturday's line up
against Stephen P. Austin State.
Duane Halliday (6'2", 194Ibs.):
who started 11 games last year, and
completed 140 of3oo attempts for
1,694 yards, returns as quarterback.
Wilh one year of starting expe-

I)
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Experienced playersput Broncos
by Demise Martinez

1

in good form for '89

226Ibs.).
Hull was named the most improved running back last spring. He
started in four of 12 games last year
gaining 78 yards and four touch-.
downs.
After losing 15pounds in spring
ball, Hull said there is a "world of
difference" between the way he feels
this season from last
"Personally, I'm a lot tougher
this year mentally and physically."
The top receivers return from
last year, including split end Terry
Heffner(5'11 ",175Ibs.)whocaught
15 passes for 180 yards and flanker
Winky White (5'11 ", 165Ibs.), the
top returning receiver with 23 receptions for 360 yards.
Left guard Dave Giacomazzo

(6'4",260 Ibs.) who is an All-Big
Sky academic member with a 3.0
GPA returns along with left tackle
David Koch (6'7". 275Ibs.).
Three of four starters return to
the defensive line led by Ali-American Erik Helgeson (6'2",229 Ibs.)
who made 19 and a half quarterback
sacks and 96tackles last year.
Tackle Shawn Anderson
(5'1!", 240 Ibs.) is second only to
Helgeson in tackles with fifty. He
returns along with nose tackle Anthony Hernandez (6'3", 240 Ibs.)
who was last spring's most improved defensive lineman.
The.linebacker core is one of
the strongest areas, returning all
three positions with starters. Middle ..
linebacker Scott Russell (6' 1",225

lbs.) has a single season record of
169 tackles. The outside positions
arc filled Tim O'Connor (6', 208
Ibs.) and Kenny Kuehl (5'11", 197
Ibs.).
Kuehl, moved form strong
safety to linebacker this year, is a
first team all-conference and AllAmerican with 132 tackles and four
interceptions. He is one of the
smallest linebackers in the conference but said, "It'stomy advantagc
to be the size I am. In our defense
I'll be covering a lot of receivers so
you need to have the smaller size."
Tim Langhans (5'1 i",194Ibs.)
also has been moved from outside
linebacker to strong safety during
spring ball.

'

.....

Coach: Hell: academics and at~letics go 'hand-in-hand
the Big Sky championship."
with an exciting and creative ap- academics," he said. "I told them if
Hall said the core of the team, proach."
they don't go to class, they will
The University News
again, will be the deep defense, a
. Themes describe the day-to- suffer the consequences. We won't
component that ignited most of the day workings of a technically suc- be afraid to suspend players."
Boise State football coach wins last year with big turnovers, cessful program, but do not ade- .
Hall has cultivated a straight. '-~Sklp" HaJlponders •jusr a secondvand a radically rcsfrijcfUred offense. quatcJy'deStribe the big pictUre, ac- shooter image with local media, and
before articulating major themes of
.
cording to Hall.
said that will tide him over even if
the 1989 Broncos.
"We want to follow the rules, he benches a star player, then loses.
Winning with honor, faith,
"The fans want to see a .good
and we have a heavy emphasis on
academic excellence and squeaky
cleanness arc mini-descriptions of
Hall's style as BSU's head pigskin
mentor. Hisgoody-two-shocs, "Ken
Doll" demeanor is for real-he lives
exactly as he preaches.
Hall points with pride to the
academic honor roll hanging on the
wall of the athletic center, the relatively high graduation rate.the lack
of extramural trouble, the end of
NCAA attention, an 8-4 record and . Football coach Skip Hall
a first-round l-AA playoff spot last
1/,,1;",.I.,m ""'i';"".,~
Hall believes there will be an
year.
Boise has eveD more good offense worthy of the name this
~~\\
.,
reasons to believe in the Broncos, year. When he brought quarterback ,
,I(@ .M J'~
coach and former Seattle Scahawks
~R '
4-,J~ -~ .
according to Hall.
"I take. you back two years star Jim Zorn on board, it was no
'~
~.).,
~
when we began this program," he secret Hall wanted to throw the ball
~
~:.,.
.. ~
more.
A
lot
more.
said. "We
a good start that year,
..
"We're expanding our passand we built dept~ on quality players, and had a couple of good re- ing game," Hall said. "Hopefully,
we'll do great things. Right now,
cruiting Yc4rs."·
The Hall style and an under- Duane Halliday is making great
class-dominated
team last year strides, so the key will be protecting
rekindled major fan interest in foot- him .. Our protection for him last
ball; providing a serious alternative year wasn't as good as it should
to Boise's cult-like obsession with havebeen, Duane did a yeoman job
of scrambling, and Jim has helped
basketball and Bobby Dye.
, Based on all of the above, Hall him even more with his confidence."
.Hall is puuing a lot of hopein
. is convinced that Boise State foot'ball is a reborn version of past glo- anewly-dcsignedoffensive.line,and
says it will be crucial' to the air
ries.
':We were a young team last attack. .
"We need to get productivity
year that did great things," Hall
out ofthc tight end," he said. "What
.said. "They will be a yearolderwith
only one senior. I'd say we arc happens there will be critical. Our
ahead of schedule, as far as building offense needed a whole new change
depth. WeJ1fe in solid position for in attitude. We needed to come up
by Larry Purviance

playerplaying," said Hall. "The)'
don't see that he isn't going to
school. Wecan 't penalize the whole
team for them not coming up. We
won't have a double standard on
this team. If there is one thing they
.must learn, it's that they must earn
success."

Check out an IBM PS/2.
Itcould save the semester.
And win you a Jeep!
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How're you going to do it?

. Choos« fro III five diflcrent computer.packages
loaded with
oasv-to-usc software and ready to go! \\'hatt- more, when
~'Ou·huy a Per;;onal Systcm/2~ you can get PHODlGY, ® the
~h0l'ping. .information.and entertainment computer service
at Ic·~~·thaJJhalf the retail price.Special savings on your
C'ilOi('(' of thn-« iBM Proprintcr" modeis, too7'50 check
out a PS/2Qi' today .
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See' 'em in the SUB cafeteria and enter the sweepstakes
on September 13 and 14 from 11 to 2•
Psl2
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• T1w:'i(! Sfk'Cl311v'ptlCCl1 P~IC'kCJgCS
af(~ hmitcd t.Oquahhccistuocnis.
tacuJt~'an('istalf'who order anlBM
MorIi!18528 001.B~3ti
lH8570 E~i Oil t)rhf'!\lH' (lctl)OO 31 ..1989. Orders arc subjecl,toavallabillly.IBMma.v
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SWN'I",ta.Iu'$ HUI'''; N\l DEMoNSTRATION OR PURCI;iASE NECESSARY. Swecpstro.es open 10stuJ,jnts eligIble10pure".,,, IBM P!-';;' I'" J,. '. " :"
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Greek system atSSU suffers hous;ngproblerris
muter college where the average
by Dave Thomoson
student is around 30 years old-not
11le University News
exactly the most fertile ground for
----------.Greek recruitment
.BSU lacks that fixture of most
Sororities and fraternities at
BSU are in a period of transition college campuses: .a Greek Row.
and change. While some are ex- The closest thing the university had
panding and prospering, others are to a traditional Greek house was the
not only looking fora stronger iden- old Tim Kappa Epsilon house on
Warm Springs. The building where
tity, but also a place to live.
BSUhas never been known for the TKEs did their best to uphold
having an "animal house" atmos- the Greek tradition of throwing
phere. The university is a com- parties and slamming beers is now'

CALLING ALL
BSU STUDENTS
areacurreritiy'ernolled

If you
BSU student and have good
communication skills, you
could be part of the BSU
Phonathon '89 telemarketing
team. Dependable and enthusiastic achievers can learn
marketable job skills by calling
BSUalumni and friends to ask
for Ilnanclal support for the
university.

"~ .',

.

Salary: $5 per hour

.

.'

.

.

You would be expected to work a minimum of two
shifts per week. Shift times are 6·9:30 p.m, Monday,
OCt. 2 through Thursday, Nov. 16.
. To sign up for an Interview, contact Kim Philipps, BSU
Development Office, Education Bldg. Room 707
or ca1l385-3276 by Wednesday, Sept. 20

the home of the.New Hope Center;
1)Ie last TKE house succumbed
to a bulldozer. They are nowoccupying apartments and are looking
for a house. Members' efforts are
hampered by a rule that requires all
Greek houses to be within a mile of
BSU, according to TKE Vice President John Gunner:
In spite of their housing problems, TKEmembership,although
less than it was in the '70s, is holding steady.
The Kappa Sigma fraternity
also used to have a big house on
Main Street but were forced into
smaller digs in the late '70s. Kappa'
President Vic Durnil reports that
they may be looking to move from
their residence on Lincoln because
the membership is out-growing the
small bouse, . ... - -- ._.._..
'.
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Growing membership may. force the residents
of the Kappa Sigma house on Lincoln Street
to find new quarters

The Gamma Phi Bela sorority
is also suffering from a housing
problem. They were forced out of
their house and are looking for a agymand facilities thatothergroups
can not provide.
new place.
The strength of the LDS chapThe Greeks who seem to be the
most prosperous are the LDS chap- tcrs may be attributed to greater
ters that have headquarters at the . visibility and LDS students familiLDS Institute on University Drive. aritywith thc institutcandthe Greck
according
to
The Iota Chi Bela Sorority expanded organizations,
into two groups, forming the Iota Schrader. .
As a whole, sororities at BSU
Phi Sorority. The expansion was
spurred by an increase in member- arc more successful than thcfratcrship, said Iota Phi President Dianne nitlcs at recruiting new members:
Moe Sigler, assistant director of
Brown.
"We just had too many mem- student activities and former sorority member, said she.thinks one of
bers for one group," Brown said.
The Greeks at the LDS insti- the reasons for this may be that
tute do not reside together in groups sororities allow women more opbut use the institute. as a meeting portunities than do other school
place. According to former Sigma organizations.
Because of the experience and
Gamma Chi president and current
meniber Eric Schrader, it is "proba- the opportunity for women to asbly better" because the institute has

sume a leadership role, Sigler said,
"it was the best decision I ever
made."
Alpha Chi Omega Vice Prcsident Kim Brooksagrccsthatsororitics offer chances for leadership,
but cites other reasons for joining.
"We have a lot of sisterhood
and I'm more involved. My first
year in school I lived in the dorms
and wasn't involved in anything,
but since Ijoined I'm involved with
a lot of things," she said.
.
According 10 .various leaders
and members of the Greek organizations, a major obstacle. to cxpansion of the system is the lack of
unity within the Greek system. Last
year, efforts to unify the organizations wert unsuccessful,
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BEAUTY SUPPLIES ' .
~; WEEKLY 20% OFFALLRETAIL SPECIALS
~:
CHECK SUNDAY STATESMAN.
._
EVERY DAY 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
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Apply for your "Munch Money Card" today at the
Dining services office located in the Student Union.
The card is good at the Un'ion Street Cafe,the
Riverview D~1iand at the ResidenceDinin~'- Hall.
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Three Plans to
','

Boise Towne Square

.~~".'IiIi..
. 6Zi&;l
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.;'J.Y·'Maximize your purchasing power with
University Dining Services' "Munch Money
·.Progr~m."·
~
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PLAN
COST

o

$300
0$100

o

$ 50

0$25

ADDED
VALUE
10%
7%
6%

.5%
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